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FOREWORD

This report summnarizes work which was accomplished during the entire
period of the solar research conducted at the U.S.

Air Force Acadeen.

The author therefore wishes to give primary credit for the resnlts of
this project to those who did it--the members of the research team,
past and present.

They are too numerous to list,

is duc to one member of that team,
enthu: iasm never faltered.

both

but particul:i v.hanks

Anthony Eden; his dedication and

The Project Director,

Colonel Wallac

L.

lutir,

also deserves special praise for his support and leadership throughout the
project.
The author is

also very grateful to Mrs.

Carmen Villines and ,rs.

(;rayson for their untiring efforts in finalizing the report.
proofreading and editorial
Last but not least,

Mrs.

Penny

Cravson's

assistance were particularly valuable.

thanks should go to the personnel of the \ir

Force Lng i neer ing and Services Center for their patience and coop(rat ion
throughout

this project's

life.

It

is

only hoped that the Air force will

henefit from this project as much as the investigators
It

was a most challenging experience

1o he i nlxa

learned from it.

for all who were fortunate enongh

ed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
This executive summary is intended to be a concise history of

4ho

so:.:ir energy research that was conducted primarily by the U.S. Air Force
Academy's Department of Civil Engineering.

This project was the first

experimental real property solar energy research that was condUcted "iniiouse" by the Air Force and the Department of Defense.

'This report will

describe the scope and nature of the research, summarize the performance
of the Air Force Academy Solar Test House (AFA ST1l),

itemize and discuss

lessons learned in various areas of solar technology, and make recorlnnendations regarding the future application of solar processes in the Air
Force.

1.2

Project History
The origins of this project can be traced to the interruption o

natural gas supplied to the AFA in early 1973.

I

In September 1973 repre-

sentatives of the Academy founded the Air Force Solar Lnergy W'orking
;roup and proposed various options for undertaking solar energy research
to the commander of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).

'l1he AFSC

ini-

tially, through the Alternative Fuels Development Office and later through
tie Frank .J. Seiler Rcscarch Laboratory (located at the AFA),
unded by tIe project.

approved and

Funding for continued research was provided by

AFSC's Civil and Environmental Engineering Development office and then
1-1

by the Air Force Engineering and Services Center located at Tyndall AFB,
Florida.

The actual project, to be subsequently described, began con-

struction in July 1975.

Active research continued on the

January 1980 although funding ceased in October 1979.

project until

A short synopsis

of project funding follows:
FY 75

-

$44,500 (Acquisition)

FY 76

-

$15,000 (Acquisition)

-

$10,000 (Test & Evaluation)

FY 7T/77 -

$15,000 (Test & Evaluation)

FY 78

-

$10,000 (Test & Evaluation)

FY 79

-

$3,900 (Test & Evaluation)

$98,400
This total does not include the nearly $200,000 of unfunded labor
and equipment which was contributed by the AFA throughout the life of
the project.

1.3

Project Description
It was concluded in the early stages of planning that a retrofit

space heating project would have the most benefit to potential future
ISAF applications of solar energy.

Accordingly, a typical AFA, natural

gas heated Military Family Housing (MFHI)

unit was selected to receive an

active, liquid, flat plate collector system.
176 square mcters

(1900

The home had approximately

square feet-SF) of heated floor space (includes

700 S: of unfinished basement)

and was constructed in the late fifties

using typical building techniques of that era.

A total of 50.7 square

meters (546 SF) of collectors (flat plate, liquid, nonselective surface
copper absorbing plate, two layers of tempered glass covers) manufactured
by the Revere Copper Corporation were initially installed; half of the
1-2

collectors were placed on a due-south facing roof array permanently
fixed at 520 iclination angle, while the remaining collectors were
installed on a ground array in the back of the home.

The ground array

was also due-south facing but had the capability to orient the collectors
at either 450, 520, or 600 inclination angles.
The collector fluid (50% water and 50% ethylene glycol)

releases its

thermal energy via steel sheet and tube heat exchangers to an underground,
2500-gallon-capacity, reinforced concrete storage tank.

The tank was par-

po.ely oversized to permit the investigation of various storage masses on
the overall efficienc,

)f the solar system.

the solar-heated hot water in the storage tank is pum-ed directly
(no heat exchangers in the storage tank on the load side) to a water-toair heat exchanger which was installed in the return air plenum of the
existing forced-air heating system.

The existing furnace fan was replaced

with a larger unit (42.5 m 3 /min -1500 cfm) which served both heating systems.
A shell and tube heat exchanger was also installed in an effort to preheat
city water before .L entered the conventional water heater.

This heat

exchanger was plumbed into a separate loop which was connected to te
solar storage tank.

This loop possessed its own pump.

'17he pump was

activated (by a pressure sensing switch) only when hot water was being
used.

After some experience was gained with this system arrangement, it

was felt that parasitic energy probably equaled the thermal energy gain.
Accordingly, the system was disconnected and is no longer used.
rhe solar system and the home were completely instrumented to record
all environmental and system parameters.

All data was collected in fifteen-

minute intervals and stored in a microprocessor-based system.

'lhe micro-

processor, in addition to storing data, also controlled the home's solar

1-3

and auxiliary heating systems (i.e.,
etc.).

turned pumps and fans on and off,

It is felt that the extent and accuracy of the data which was

collected during the course of this project has been seldom equaled in
other solar research installations.
An attempt was made early in the project to correlate the solar
home's conventional energy savings to a control house.

This home was

located nearby and was identical in construction and orientation.

It

was instrumental thoroughly and data was obtained, but correlation of
the two homes' energy consumption proved almost impossible.

Differences

in family size, lifestyle, etc. were considered to be the primary reasons
for this difficulty.
A schematic of the solar system is shown on Figure 1-1.
Changes were made to the various system components during the course
of the project and are discussed in Chapter 2. The final configuration
of the system is essentially as given above with the exception that 47.1
square meters (507 SF) of collector area (vice 546 SF) is installed (4).
1.4

Published Research Reports
There were four annual technical reports published during this

project.
Solar Heating Retrofit of Military Family Housing, Frank J.
Seiler Research L-ab Technical Report 76-0008, September 1976, Air Force
Systems Command.
Second Interim Technical Report on USAFA Solar Test House,
F.JSRL Technical Report 77-0016,
Development Office (Cli-DO)

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Technical Report 77-34,

Force Systems Command.

1-4

September 1977, Air

CS

4

0u

0X

4-1J

C)

Q)

00

1-5l

-

Third Interim Technical Report on USAFA Solar Test House

-

Design Parameters, C'EDO Technical Report 78-32, September 1978, Air
Force Systems Coimmand.
-

Final Interim Technical Report on USAFA Solar Test louse,

Lngineering and Services Lab (ESL) Technical Report 80-34, Air Force
Engineering and Services Center.
Although these reports are listed as references 1-4, they were used
so extensively in the preparation of this summary that they are not
specifically cited.

The reader is urged to review these annual reports

for more detailed information regarding the topics discussed in this
summary.

1-b

CHAPTER 2
PROJECT SUMMARY

2.1

Initial

Project Objectives

The initial

It

-

Develop and/or substantiate design criteria for solar
thermal heating systems.

-

Obtain design,
criteria.

-

Obtain sound cost data upon which to model future econoinic
decisions.

is

has been obtained and reported.

costs involved

lated.

construction and operation,

and maintenance

felt that much valuable information regarding the first two

objectives

however,

project objectives were:

it

Due to the extremely high

in the acquisition and modification phase of the project,

is not believed that sound economic information can be formu-

The high costs experienced in constructing this project reflect

its research character and cannot be related to costs that would bt0
cncountered

2.2

in a nonresearch application.

Research Areas_ Investigated
The different areas of solar technology which were in1vesta t ed

during the course of this project
Condensed comments reficecting

are listed below

for easy rferencc.

lessons learned and design tips rca' rding

eachi topic area :ire given in succeeding sections of this chapter.
-

lnergY Coservation

-

Solar Collector Systems

Effects

Collector Placement

((;round vs Roof Arrays)
2-1

-

Collector Orientation/inclination Angles

-

Fluid Flow Rate Variations
Flow Rate Control Theory (Bang-Bang vs Optimization)

-

Air Blockage Effects and Control

-

Piping, Pump, and Valve Configurations

-

Evacuated Tube and Flat Plate Collector Comparison

-

Collector Cover Removal Effects

Thermal Storage System

-

-

Tank Type and Placement

-

Storage Mass Variation Effects

-

Usable Storage Temperature Levels

-

Heat Exchanger Interface

-

Microprocessor Control Systems and Sensors

-

Thermography Studies

-

Design Model Comparison to Actual Performance

-

"Homeowner" Manual Development

-

Maintenance Manual Development

2.2.1

Energy Conservation Effects
Using design criteria in effect at the time of construction

the original design heating load for the home was 74.4 MJ/hr (70,430 Btu/hr).
Consequently, the original gas furnace which is still used as the auxiliary
heating system, has a maximum rated capacity of 87.7 MJ/hr (83,000 Btu/hr)
at an air flow rate of 37.8 m 3/min (1333 CFM).

With more stringent cri-

teria in use in 1976 the design heat load had reduced to approximately
53.9 NJ/hr (51,000 Btu/hr).

In February of 1977 the level of insulation

in the home was significantly increased.
ted in al]

Urea formaldehyde foam was injec-

the walls and six inches of loose fill was blown into the roof
2-2

I:

joists.

This increased the calculated wall and ceiling R values from 8.2

to 15.8 and from 14.5 to 34.5,

respectively.

Three-inch fiberglass batts

were also added between floor joists over the crawl space.
Vestibules for the two entrances were also cuIStrUCtCd drl'illg
this time period.

A triple glazing consisting of an interior-mounted

storm window was also aided to all windows in the summer of 1977.

Otier

conservation measures have also been undertaken on the home (e.g., electronic furnace ignition, furnace flue damper, etc.).

'The calcI,' itel :,.,I

d -!nand of the structure decreased to approximately 38.4 M/hr
Btu,'hr),

(

il)

primarily as a result of tile wall and ceiling insulation improve-

ments.

This represents a 28 percent reduction in calculated heat demand

for a $1,125

investment for these two measures.

Actual data regarding the

seasonal heating demand correlated with the predicted reduction in energy
consumption very well.
One consequence of "tightening" a solar augmented structure,
which is

still

too often overlooked,

ciency of the installed solar system.
facility
cent),

is

reduced,

as it

its impact on the apparent effiIf

the total energy deniand of the

was in this project

(by approximately

SO0per-

then the load fraction contributed by the solar system will

for a given environmental condition.
does not nkcessarily
eucv'"'.
',:

is

lhe

One must
t'ract ion

In actuality,

of course,

increase

this result

represent an increase in the solar system'> "cff i,

aut ioned not to confuse a solar system's efficiency

f tlIe total

load which it

contributes.

IiL' f llm iig,, data clearly demonstrated this rcsuit
proi 'ct.

2-3

for tlih

SOLAR FRACTION OF
TOTAL ENERGY PROVIDED

TIME PERIOD

76-77 Heating Season:
Oct 70- Jan 77

0

(pre-conservation measures)
Feb 77 - Apr 77

58%

(post-conservation measures)
77-78 Heating Season:
(post-conservation measures)
Oct 77

-

Jan 78

57%-

Feb 78

-

Apr 78

a (),'0

Notice that the fraction of the total energy supplied by tie
solar system increased by almost

20 percent for the comparable time periods

which contrast the structure before and after tle additional
installed.
(Feb-Apr)

This fraction increased only 8 I 'rceiit
which

both seasons.

insulation was

for the other time period

reflects the additional insulation having been instal led in
Fnvironmental conditions,

inc degree days,

as measured by the number of heat-

for all comparable time periods were very similar.

be pointed out t hat

improvements

were made in the second winter,

It must

in solar system operation and efficiency
however,

these data nevertheless prove

draiimatically thc sicnsitivity of the solar load fraction to the degree of
conservit ion men sui'es

implemented in the structure.

In short,

conclusively showed that reasonable investments in conservation
should he made prior to, or concurrently with,
As statUd jIrevioUsly,
this project wiis irca formaldehyde
11se of to is

rlmitel

Cor th> pr,.i't.

ffo'et of t h

i,

(he

blt special

foam.

approval

'i cat ions.

insulation inistalled

in

USAF directives prohibited the

for its installation was granted

prohibition was based on concerns

water used to inject the foam. )
24.

improvtments

any proposed solar mod

the increased wall
(lF)

this project

'III

foal

regarding the

was

IIlSt a I I L

ito

existing wal I cavit ies by drilling holes and pumping it

tiirougi

hoses using specialized nozzles and pumping equipment.

Original

k1.ssuri :Cd
fears

regarding the effect of the high volumes of water used to inject
in the wall structure were unfounded.
board or paint occurred.

No deterioration of the -ypsim vall-

One section of a wall

interior was in.,pected eight

months after in jection and no shrinkage or cracking of the
In addition,

the foam

,mas

ob.served.

the original rock wool insulation had not been :ifc, tcd.
The U.S.

reported that tl

Consumer Product Safety

Commission and

foam may release formaldehyde gas into lh i

gas can cause upper and lower respiratory problems,
poor'-v understood

otners have

health problems in

humans.

T"o

a a.,.

headici

, And ot ner

investigate

hii< i)otvltial

problem the Frank .I. Seiler Research Lab was requested to dce
formaldehyde vapors could be detected in
approved air sampling device,

the home.

developed by OSHA,

This

l:tin

if

On 18 .alana rv 19

any
;In

was placed in the hiome.

At least 336 liters of air were drawn through the sampicr and thc adsorbent
material was subsequently checked for the presence of formaldchyde gas.

The

equipment used was capable of detecting components in the parts per million
(ppm)

range; no substances were detected.

been safe,

to date,

in this project.

It

The UF foam is believed to have
is

an effective

instilating material

but extreme cant ion must be exercised in any future installations dtue to the
potential
2.2.2

heIalth problems.
Solar CoIllector Systems
Numerous areas of collector technology were investigated during

thc course of this project.
I

t i cance to be inclIded
2.).2. 1

The following areas are de.,med of sufficient
in this summary.

Collector Placement
A u1nique aspect of this project was the decil ioll to

,, ' the coi l,'ctor; on a roof- a rray and a ground array

ista l i aton.
r

-,

.3i

"ihis allowed comparison of these two basic alternative locations with
regard to installation, performance and maintenance considerations.
The designer should consider current and future shading,
structural

loading,

snow accunulation potential,

aesthetics and cost (both

installation and maintenance) when deciding on roof versus ground-mounted
collectors.

The comments which follow regarding these factors are intended

to aid a designer in making this basic decision.
llhe problem of shading must not only be considered for
current co;,i t ions; the effect of future facility construct ion and growth
of trees in the area should also be evaluated.
available

There are numerous methods

in the literature to calculate shading distances and thereby

determine collector location and spacing requirements.

The simplified

procedure given in the Installation Guidelines for Solar DIW Systems
published by the lU.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development

probably as good as any.

is

Collectors should obviously be placed where the

maximum amount of stunshine will be available during the maximum energy
This statement ought to be tempered with the realization

demand period.
that a

IM)O percent

cations.

:ihade free location may not be justified in all appli-

Shading concerns wII ]lgenerally argue for a roof placement for

collectors but other considerations,

discussed subsequently,

may override

them.
,triCtUral loading considerat ions may rule out a root
installat;(un.

An ;in;ilN-is of the roof truss for this project dictated

the requiremen t of adding a wet, to support the additional

'eight of

,ollectors

In order to

which

,:i,lo-e

to

13 pounds per ;quare foot.

achieve ti(' desired kllector inclination angle this project
'parasite

Ihc

utilized a

tru ,s" n the exi stilng structural members of the roof.

ll is

n e e ssit ated reno va I o f t he roo f ing ma tcr iaI a ndL
'bheathi ng and waterproof ing measures
It was di scovered
vent ional 10I( mil
Coll eto rs.

(plast ic

1 aceme n t

sheet ing,

0of nIewN-,L
>ppk rt

f lash ing , etc .).

that both neoprene and hypolon type of plast ic and a1 conlthickness pl ast ic

sheet ing would be melted 11y staignanlt

No roof leaks have developed

be ca refu lly cons ide red on any roof placement scheme.
aesthletic conlcerns

pe-r-mit

aj mounted framework

their use,

nrobliiI ems

but waterproofing~i

,

a retrofit

to s upport the collect ors

If

Iproject

sr rutnra-ii

,houl1d be

more, economi cal and kwill minimize roof penetrat ions and 1eakatv
I f a framework
kunml

)ad i g must he thoroughly

doubt

ceedck

alttenlt ion

investigated.

t 01ed that th

roo i a~e

I I-i civenvy.

tanpont(e

ak

g.,

install sleepers

v

pro ject

C01j1i>

10erat 10ons;.

ns of

Partircuiar

.

).

resutlt inrg in greater thermal

and

in sulch a

It

s hon Id be Men

co 11 C t oI'- w ill

-

1,e( exposed,

losses and decreased

If good quality collectors are used,

thi,

htSL

.

aind edges Of frame-mounted

,)JL no0t be s i gli i fi cant- .

however,

he raised] voll1ector support

this factor

dles i n n>din

ground array has proven sat isfactory from all struct ural

'-,

It

hlas. been exposed to ext remely hitigh w ind,,,
en1COtitered

h(m'ii

thlis proitct> Vi rt

.

D~eta il.s of

interimn technical

It' a ground array
e~ btos c bet wcen

above-

thiS design) a1re

inrstalIlat ion is used,

or- belIow -ground

<t Id be( p i Ven

t o f rost

no

1VA lal;I

the des i gier

piping connect ions,.

I m e pe~net rat i on depthI

t hese( w ill d ete(rm ine the amount

arid

report.

p roklecr us'ed subsu
lrfalce piping primari ly for aesthetic

t II;

imp] i cat

These loadings will not

p)ond ilg or damming, of water,* etc

hereby potent iall

;[

fcr

hloulld be given to connect ions both from a struJctural

ma tminr to p revent

it

the structural

the dead we ioght of the collectors themselves.

isat ing/
rp

prabC

is used,

an1d

should pri'ebhlvy use

This t echn ique

.

mut

reasons.

and so i I mo i -;t ur

Illt I

( I re
cond i-

and type of p ip1i ng i n-n Ilt ion)

required.

Most authorities call for at least R-4 insulation, wrapped in

roofing paper sealed by hot pitch.

The number of joints in buried pipe

runs should be minimized as well as runs under paved areas.

Standards

regarding pipe placement in trenches and backfill practices should be
strictly enforced for solar collector applications.

A significantly

higher investment is at stake in solar projects than would normally be
encountered in a typical underground pipe leak.

Pipe runs through or

under foundations should he encased in a sleeve larger than the insulated
pipe with the ends sealed by moisture-resistant material.
No significant difference in performance of a roof
versus grounu array was noted during the course of this project.

(Differ-

ences were noted hut it is believed they were attributable to other differences between the two arrays, e.g., inclination angles, number of heat
exchangers on each array in the storage tank, the length of pipe runs
between the collectors and storage, etc.)
One area of difference which does deserve comment,
however, i.;with regard to snow accumulation on the collectors.

Since

the ronf array collectors in this report were installed as an integral
part of the roof (i.c.,

not raised above the roof by frame mounting), snow

would not dissipate as quickly from it

as for the raised ground array.

'llc

contiguous roof to the collectors was at a less steep slope, and melting
snow from the col Ilctrs wuld therefore tend to accumulate at the bottom
of the collector panci.

After a severe storm the roof collectors would

loot he complete.,, cle:i red for perhaps three to four days,

t.ised collectors

i.n the

whereas the

ground would clear in two to three hours.

hits problem can be solved by either raising the col lectors above the roof wil.h frame mounts or placing them on the edge of a roof
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where the snow maY slide off directly to the ground.
is

used,

If

tIjs

JaNT Ir

option

avalanche protection for pedestrians or changed sidewalk locations

should be considered.
,Mlaintenance and cost considerations generally favor a
1,round array

panels for whatever
ing,

etc.)

reason (sensor replacement,

fluid draining or recharg-

is much easier and cheaper for ground installations.

array for this
-ravel

There is no question that access- to collector

installation.

the ground

installation was fenced and underlaid with plastic and

to retard vegetation.

It

is

recommended that this procedure be

followe,! to preclude the cost and inconvenience of mowing the "collector
Cield".
If

an ethylene glycol based, liquid collector system is

used on a roof array, consideration should be given to guttering the collector panels.

Ethylene glycol, if allowed to contact asphalt material,

citcr shingles or built-up roofing,
.itIon.

The asphalt shingles "down

will result in significant deterior-

slope" from the roof collector on this

proicct have become brittle and will unquestionably require replacing
earlier than they otherwise would.

An installation on a flat, built-up

CoOf where ponding might occur could have even more rapid and serious
consequences.
If collectors are mounted as an integral part of the
roof,
..\d

provision

qJte

for relatively easy access to this space must be made.

room for workmen behind the collectors should also be provided

It all possibjle.

(tonsideration might also be given to provision of

[,rotectivc walkays to prev'ent damage to roof material
equipment

(ladders,

etc.)

and foot traffic.
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from Iaint enance

Provision of a simple and cheap "catwalk" near the top
collector array (either ground or roof) is. also recom-

of a framc-moui,red
mended.

If

connecting plumbing is covered by sheet metal, provision of

access ports over keY valves and drain locations should be used.
metal covering

eteen

lle sheet

lctors on this project represents an example of

how not to do it; often it was necessary to remove practically all of it to
lust gain access to one particular location.

The designer should be cau-

tioned not to overdesign these maintenance aids because a reasonably well
operating ;ystem should not require frequent or prolonged access.
Other miscellaneous considerations which could impact
tihe selecttos, oi

aicollector location are vandalism potential, reflected

glare from the gia's covers,

pipe run lengths and parasitic power required

Pipe run lengths should be minimized to prevent

to pump collector fluid.

excessive heat and head losses and to lower installation costs.

ectcrs will probably have less static head they will

ground-mounted col
require
(lata

Since

smaller ptumps and thereby reduce parasitic power consumption.

available for this project indicated

that the roof array collector

pump cons timed a pp re)xi mately ( percent more power and delivcred less tnermal
oncrgy thajn the idcnt i :;A 1
for the grotind arra,

a.:

round array pUiip even though the pipe run distance

tiice as far.)

To ,umriarize,
arrays requires
sill

the decision on placement of collector

investipg: tion of many variables.

t ,.

present differint

circumstances and may,

lach installation

therefore,

call for

differ-

eat answers.

2.2.2.2

tiollector Orientation/Inclination

Angles

\no)ther unique aspect of the collector
this proj ect t,.

i> -

installation for

ci-,;a, ility of the ground array to be placed at
2-1n

different inclination angles.

The roof array was fixed at a 520 angle

(with respect to horizontal) whereas the ground array could be oriented
at 450, 520, or 600.
The ground array was operated at 450 during the first
winter of operation
600.

(75-76).

On 1 October 1976 the angle was changed to

On 24 May 1977 the array was again placed at 450, and on 1 October

1977 it was moved to the 520 inclination.

Both arrays operated at this

inclination for the remainder of the project.
Based on the data obtained during this project, it was
concluded that collector efficiency (i.e., energy collected

energy avail-

able) did not improve as a result of more favorable inclination angles
during the year.

Total amounts of energy collected did, of course,

increase when the ground array was placed at angles more near optimum for
a particular time of year.
For the inclination angle settings available for this
project and latitude (38.80N) the following changes were determined to
maximize collected energy:
TIME PERIOD

PREFERRED ANGLE

3 Oct - 3 Nov

520

3 Nov - 20 Feb

600

20 Feb - 3 Mar

520

3 Mar - 3 Oct

450

It must be pointed out that it may not be desirable to
maximize energy available during all times of the year.

For instance, if

space heating is the primary objective of a particular installation and the
storage tank is located inside the structure, maximizing energy gain to
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storage in the summer months would place a greater heat load on air conditioning systems.
It should also be noted that during high heating load
periods (3 Nov - 3 Mar) that the 600 tilt maximized collected energy 90
percent of the time (approximately 110 days out of the 120 day period).
This inclination angle corresponds to latitude plus 210, not the oftenrecommended rule of thumb of latitude plus 10°-150.

It is nevertheless

felt that use of these recommended compromise tilts will not greatly affect
system performance.

Another consideration which must not he forgotten is

the greater cost involved in constructing and operating a movable array.
Changing tie angle required a 3-4 man crew for approximately one hour.
The compromise angle generally recommended for heating
0

applications is latitude plus 10 -15
latitude minus 10° -i5.

0

, and for cooling applications is

An inclination angle equal to the latitude would

maximize total annual solar availability.

TIhis would probably be desir-

able for a "pure" domestic hot water (DHW) project.
Applying these rules to this project would call for an
angle from 49°-54 °
520,

.

Since the final setting in use for both arrays is

this represents a reasonable compromise.
Since both collector arrays are oriented due south, no

information regarding the effect of azimuth angle can be reported.
south

(not magnet ic) orientations are,

of course,

True

recommended but most

authorities feel that a 150 variation (east or west of south) would have
little

effect on system performance.
2.2.2.3

Fluid Flow Rate Variations
\verage flow rate of collector fluid is probably the

operational

parameter which has the greatest effect on collector efficiency.
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Ihe flow

Both collector arrays had identical pump and valve arrangemcnt:;.

rate through each array was controlled by a microprocessor-activated

motor-driven variable valve.

The pumps were pUrposely oversized to permit

a wide range of available flow rates to both arrays.
bility of from .120

to I liter/sec (2

They provided a capa-

to 10 gallons per minute-gpn).
(75-70)

During the first winter of operation
rate to each array was permitted to reach 1 liter/sec
position.

(10

(.059

the flow

gpmj at full open

This equated to an average rate of approximately

per square meter of collector area
rat,

and

.01

gpm per square foot).

liter/sec
This flow

resulted in extremely high collector efficiencies, sometimes reaching

70 percent.
Prior to the second winter the maximum flow rate permitted was cut

This reduction resulted in more uniform flow

in half.

patterns in the collector arrays as determined by thermography analysis
(to he discussed later in this report).
reduction,

however,

The most dramatic effect of the

was the effect on the temperature differential

imparted

Prior to the change a good collection day would

to the collector fluid.

fluid temperature rise, whereas,

result in a o0C (10C1F)
sometimes reach 120 C (20

0

F).

afterwards

it would

This higher temperature differential was

obtained at the expense of reduced collector efficiency.

This sacrifice

proved to be worthwhile since the higher temperature collector fluid would
raise the storage tank temperature to higher levels.

Consequently,

longer

utilization of the solar heated storage water for home heating was made
po.ssible.

In essence,

solar collector efficiency was sacrificed to improve

solar system efficiency,

and a higher solar fraction of the total energy

provided to the home was attained.
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A brief explanation of the reduction in collector efficiency is as follows:

If fluid flow rate is high, most of the energy

absorbed by the collector is rapidly removed; this results in a relatively
"cool

running" collector.

Conversely, with lower flow rates the collector

fluid temperatures and the collector itself will be hotter.

A "hot running"

collector will, of course, experience greater theimal losses to the environment thereby resulting in decreased collector efficiencies.
The collector flow rate which optimized system performance for this project was determined to be .25 liter/sec or .01 liter/see
per square meter (4 gpm-.015 gpm/sf).
collector

This flow rate resulted in average

fficiencies of 20-40 percent during the heating season.

Even

with these much lower collector efficiencies the maximum amount of solar
energy was delivered to the facility for the reasons discussed above.
(Tl'his flow rate is very close to the often recommended limits of .02-.04
gpm/sf for liquid flat plate collectors.)
In summary, the designer must size collector pumps, piping
and valving carefully in an attempt to achieve optimum collector flow rates.
Carful design and proper operation can achieve the same solar energy contribution as an improperly designed but much larger area collector system.
2.2.2.4

Flow Rate Control Tlheory (Bang-Bang vs Optimization)
The high dependence of collector efficiency on collector

working fluid flow rates has been previously discussed.

Original project

planning attempted to take advantage of this fact by installing a microproccs or controlled variable valve on both collector arrays.

The vari-

able valve system tried to optimize collection efficiency for various
einvironmental

and system conditions.

i:, opposed to the more conventional

This optimization control scheme
bang-bang controller which provides

2- 1,

for only two oPerational settings--either complete shutdown or full open
to the desired maximum flow rate.
The optimization scheme's description is as follows.
When the collector plate temperature was 120 C (200F)

higher than the

storage tank water, the variable valve opened to its midsetting (i.e.,
one-half of the desired full open flow rate) and the pump would come on.
Control then switched to a comparison of the collector fluid exit temperaIf the temperature difference

ture to the storage tank water temperature.

between these parameters reached 1.7 C (3OF) or less,
would close incrementally every eight seconds.

If

the variable valve

the 1. 70 C (30F

AT

would not improve as a result of the lowered flow rate the valve would
continue to close until it

reached one-fourth of the full open position

at which time collector system shutdown would occur.

ligicr incremental

valve settings would occur every eight seconds if the AT between the
collector fluid exit and entry temperatures were 60 C (10 0 F) or greater.
'Tis control strategy essentially provided two benefits.
First,

the reduced flow rates imposed during shutdown extended the time

periods for collection of energy,
down.

i.e.,

it

delayed complete system snut-

It must be remembered that during these periods conditions were

marginal and not much total energy was being collected.

Storage tank

temperature increases were rarely noted during periods of collector shuttown.
Secondly, collector efficiency was improved by forcing
o hi gher flow rate through them if the working fluid temperature rise
through the collectors (entry vs exit) exceeded 60 C (100F).

It should

h(' notcd that this type of strategy is not necessarily optimal,

it may

provide more energy under some conditions but not under others.

At no

tlie, for ex:icpl , was an effort to include the costs of par;isitic pump
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power in the control scheme.

There is little question, however, that it

probably represented some improvement over a bang-bang strategy.
As a result of experience gained with this system, it
is felt that a bang-bang controller would have proven acceptable in all
but very marginal conditions.

To implement a variable control strategy

probably requires a microprocessor-based control system and a motor-driven
variable valve.

Simplicity is improved and extra expense avoided if a

bang-bang control strategy is employed.

Accordingly, when the research

instrumentation was removed and the home was prepared for turnover to
the Base '.ivil Engineer,

a simple on-off system was used.

The system

continues to function well with this strategy.
2.2.2.5

Air Blockage Effects and Control
One of the most perplexing problems, and one which was

encountered throughout the project, was air entrapment in the collectors.
When air (or collector fluid vapor) collects in a portion of a solar
collector, the flow of working fluid through that area is decreased or,
under severe conditions, completely blocked.

The temperature in this

area will rise and may eventually vaporize additional nearby working
fluid.

If not allowed to escape, this air/vapor mixture can spread and

could eventually render a complete collector array inoperable.

The

pressures attained in a "vapor locked" collector can also become very
high and cause activation of pressure relief valves with subsequent loss
of working fluid or even damage the plumbing system itself.

Air blockage

will more normally result in persistent decreased efficiency of the
collectors.
The vents originally installed were 1 inch by 1/2 inch
fiber pad valves commonly used on steam systems.
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They were replaced by

a low quality, float type, automatic air vent, rated at 30 psi
at the high point of each collector.

(gauge),

It was later theorized that the

installation of such a high number of low quality vent valves actually
allowed air to enter the system at night as the collector fluid cooled
and contracted.

It is possible that the expansion tank used in this

project should have had a higher pressure air charge than the standard
12 psi which was used.

A higher pressure air charge could have helped

prevent the theorized suction condition in the collector high points from
developing.

During the daytime, if some air was present, the vapor lock

sitoation, outlined previously, began to develop with resultant localized
higJ. pressure conditions.

Consequently, some of the vent valves failed

completely with subsequent loss of working fluid.
Detection of the air blockage problem was based primarily on the presence of elevated temperatures in some collectors or of
higher loop pressures than considered normal.

The temperature detection

method was made possible by the high number of installed sensors, particularly on the ground array.

(Detection by thermographic techniques will

be discussed in a subsequent section of this report.)

It is unlikely

that a nonresearch project would be aware of this problem unless it
resulted in near shutdown of a collector array.

It behooves the designer,

therefore, to take every reasonable precaution in an effort to preclude
this problem.
The ground array, due to its accessibility, was chosen
is the primary test bed for modifications to solve this problem.

'The

,,ystem hhich )erformed best was installation of 75 psi (gauge) high
qImlity, autmiatic vent valves; one valve per four collectors was used.
(lhe

four collectors are interconnected at their high points by 1/4
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inch

copper tubing.)

It is critically important that air vent valves be placed

at the high point of all collector loops.
(i.e.,
ranted.

Provision of air eliminators

separators) in conjunction with the vent valves may also be warA petcock to isolate the air vent valves is recommended to aid

in their replacement.
not be tightened.

It should also be mentioned that the vent caps must

A complete cluster of four collectors was found almost

completely blocked due to air entrapment in the latter stages of the
project; subsequent investigation showed that a workman had inadvertently
tightened the vent valve cap.

This simple oversight prevented any useful

return fro;n a nearly $1000 investment in the affected collectors.
2.2.2.6

Piping, Pump, and Valve Configurations
In any collector installation the designer is faced with

the decision of choosing between a parallel, series, or combination
plumbing arrangement.

For an installation of any size a parallel/series

combination is usually required in order to obtain maximum thermal gain
for minimum pumping energy.

Collector manufacturers' specifications

generally provide guidance on this issue.

This project used a series

connection between four collectors and these series "clusters" were
connected in parallel (some clusters consisted of only three collectors).
Original plans called for equalizing flow, and therefore
performance,

through all collectors by use of balancing valves.

Pressure

gauges were installed later in an attempt to determine flow patterns more
accurately.

Flow balancing proved extremely difficult by these methods.

lunless one is willing to install flow measuring devices at each valve it
is

impossible to determine what the flow is and therefore to know what a

particular valve setting should be.
During the latter stages of the project a reverse return
plumbing.. ;ystem was installed on the ground array.
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Also,

each parallel

cluster of collectors was modified so they would contain equal numbers of
collector panels.

Ihis modification helped equalize head loss within

each cluster thereby aiding balanced flow.

lmienography studies conducted

before and after these modifications showed significant improvement in
flow equalization conditions.
As a result of experience gained on this project,
reverse return piping on all collector arrays is definitely recommended.
This arrangement forces the heat transfer fluid to travel equal distances
and practically assures balancing of flow through all collectors.
co>,L of

the additional piping is

The

considered relatively minor compared to

the loss of return in investment associated with an array which is
oper iting inefficiently.
A great deal of experience was obtained during the
course of this project regarding installation of plumbing.

The comments

which follow represent a compendium both of lessons learned and ideas
which could prove uscful regarding this important topic.
Piping layout should be as simplified as possible,
e.g.,

avoid sharp bends, elbows,

etc. , as mLuch as possible.

complicated reducing/expansion schemes,

'[his will not only tend to reduce head loss

(and thus parasitic pump power) but will also reduce chances for future
joint leaks.
Although a properly designed and operated system
will not require frequent draining and recharge, the following recommendations should aid in accomplishing this task.

All straight runs of pipe

should be pitched to aid thorough draining of the system.

l)rain and fill

valves should he located accessibly on collector arrays and also in inte'ior Iocations if hydraulic conditions permit.

Incorporation of drain/fill

c(Apa, i1i ty from interior space can be most beneficial,
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particularly when

roof arrays are involved.

(Invariably, draining may be required during

the worst weather of the year when roofs are their most hazardous.)
Easily accessible fill/drain locations will also facilitate routine collection of working fluid samples for analysis.

One cautionary note must

he mentioned; any interior drain valves that could be reached by children
should be installed with tool operated valves only and should not be
threaded.

(Threaded outlets provide the opportunity for mistaken connec-

tion of hoses, etc.)

Petcock vacuum relief vents should be provided at

collector high points to aid draindown.

Isolation and drain valves should

also be designed to allow partial draining (or bypass) of collectors within
arrays for maintenance.
As mentioned previously in this report, accumulation
of air in

liquid collector systems can be a major problem.

Provision of

automatic air vent valves in all plumbing is therefore recommended as a
good investment.

Accordingly, when pipe direction goes from horizontal

to vertical downward, an air separator and vent valve should be installed
as well as at high points in the system.
This project utilized type K and 1,copper tubing and
all three types of joints in use for copper piping, soldered, threaded
and flared.

Although hard soldered joints are normally recommended, no

problems with threaded and flared joints were encountered.

A good quality

solder should be used (do not use 50/50 tin/lead solder) and "silver"
solder is

strongly recommended for use with evacuated tube or other high

temperature type collectors.
Thie system should be pressure checked using the
intended working fluid, not just water.

This project used water and

ethylene glycol which will leak where pure water will not.

(This installa-

tion encountered this problem which necessitated crews coming back to the

02

job site.)

Ltxpansion tanks and gauges should probably

he rehh,,ed tetUo:'

pressure testing since those components could be damaged.

After testing,

the system fluid should be drained into a container.

'l1-is will permit

exact determination of the system's capacity,

facilitating the

thereby

calculation of glycol amounts needed to maintain desired mix concentrations.

(If

the fluid used has no color,

introduction of a dye should be

considered to aid in detection of future leak locations.j)
When charging the system prior to start-up.
collectors

should be covered or charging must be done in

thes e precautions

'il ier

tik

the morning.

are not taken, vapor locking of collectors

i

is, likely to

occ ir and recharge may be necessary.
Plumbing to collector arrays should provide for pressure
relief.

The pressure relief valves should be placed at or near the collec-

tors themselves since higher localized pressures are likely to be located
tiere.

Pressure relief systems should drain to a visible location

order to aid the detection of the venting.
translucent tank.

11is project used .i visible,

Vented fluid should not be permitted to conie in*o contact

with roof material,
or damage potential.
prevent

or drain to other locations that could create a hazard
Ilie relief valve should also be plumbed -o

its inadvertent

it

is hi,, hiy recom-

mended tiat flow visualization site glasses and thermometers
clls)} be provided on key plumbing circuitry
crutrol and/or electronic sensors

recomlnit'iad;tior)
that

the presence of these manual
Anotlher

installation of shutoff valves to i sol lt

maly ilCed replacement

be nmode witlholi

fail,

(or thermometer

in solar installations.

ould greatly aid troubleshooting and repa i r .
ivolves

,is to

isolation by other valves.

Although never used on this project,

on oper;t ion

in)

(e.g. , temperature sensors, etc. )

checks
isimilai

componcnits'

Replacement caln

the necessity of completely draining and recharging
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If

th,

hten1

svsui.

An automatic water makeup system to collectors should
not be used; a water makeup system, however, probably should be included.
A makeup system allows simple recharging procedures and provides for easier
removal of air from collectors if they do become vapor locked.

Backflow

preventers must be included to prevent possible contamination of potable
water with collector fluid.

It bears repeating, however, not to allow

the makeup system to operate automatically.

If it is, and a system leak

develops in winter, the ethylene glycol concentration will decrease and
freeze protection will be lost.

(This situation was inadvertently allowed

to occur on this project; one collector became frozen before the leak was
noticed--all could just as easily have been lost.)
Care should be exercised to prevent corrosion to collectors and other plumbing components.

Dissimilar metals should be

joined by dielectric unions, and corrosion inhibitors should be used in
the working fluid.

These precautions were taken on this project and no

significant corrosion of collectors has occurred.

(A collector which had

been in service for two and one-half years was checked and was in good
condition.)
This project has experienced flow blockages from foreign
material present

in the storage tank water as a result of mineral and

corrosion deposits breaking loose from heat exchangers.

Accordingly,

fluid strainers should be installed in easily accessible locations, ahead
of pumps, on all circuits.

'hey should be isolated by shutoff valves to

prevent the necessity for system draining when they are cleaned.
Energy loss due to thermosiphoning from heated storage
water to collectors initially occurred on this project.

Installation of

spring-loaded check valves effectively controlled this potentially serious
problem.

leir use is definitely recommended.
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Expansion tanks are required in collector piping to
allow for expansion and contraction of the working fluid.

Since most

expansion tanks are provided with an air separator and vent valve, their
placement at or near the collector array is
air-chargeable,

probably beneficial.

An

rubber diaphragm tank designed for 30 psig pressure was

used on both arrays of this project.

Although some authorities have

recommended not to use rubber diaphragms for glycol-based fluids, no
leaks have been encountered with these units in nearly five years of
ol'ration.

It

may be advisable,

however,

ruber material such as neoprene if

for designers to specify a non-

glycol fluid mixtures will be used.

The tank should be placed on the suction side of the pump.
Pump selection and sizing is an important facet of
design.

Overdesign of pumps will lead to increased parasitic power require-

ments and decrease system efficiency.

Single-stage, in-line, steel impeller

and cast iron housing centrifugal pumps were selected for this project and
have performed well.

Seal leak problems with the glycol-water working

fluid have been insignificant.

A durable,

good quality pump should be

installed on collector loops since their failure could conceivably result
in collector stagnation and subsequent damage.

Pumps should be located

in an easily accessible location and be provided with isolation valves to
ft cilitate maintenance.
service

linc.

They should also be placed on a separate electrical

'This pr'oject utilized a separate switch on each pump to allow

manual override of the control system.
of a puimp

if

This feature permitted easy shutoff

the control systeimi had malfunctioned and was forcing a pump

to run when it

should not have been (e.g.,

night,

It

al

p~r

etc.).
cc

is

collector arrays operating at

recommended that this cheap innovation bo used for
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Energy losses from piping can be significant and should
be minimized by insulation.

In the initial design of this project all

lines were to be completely insulated with sleeve type elastomeric materiCost became a consideration, however, and the project was redesigned

als.

as follows:

(1)

Underground piping was insulated with hydrophobic type

powder; minimum thickness was 3" below, 2" between, and 4" above the pipes.
The top of the powder was covered with polyethylene sheeting to aid in
moisture prevention.

(2)

Above ground piping on the arrays, although

covered by sheet metal flashing, received no insulation.

(3)

Interior

piping in t),- basement and exterior piping to the roof array was insulated
with one

in, i thick, preformed, fiberglass sections.
In retrospect, if cost considerations become dominant,

insulation on ii,torior piping should be sacrificed ahead of exterior
mounted pipes.

i\wlosses which occur from interior piping will effec-

tively become vnerg\
p

galns to the structure; not so, of course, for exterior

.
:;, i~eqient thermography testing on the exterior collec-

tor pliim)ing prov,.d that significant energy loss was occurring.
pipes

,ere later instlated by stuffing standard rolled fiberglass insula-

i ion airound them and under the sheet metal covers.
practically no enerey loss after this action.

Thermography showed

This solution, however,

did not prove effective over extended time periods.

The sheet metal

Covers sore not watertight and allowed moisture intrusion.
It,:jme

These

,,t

The fiberglass

ind compressed and therefore lost much of its insulating value.

I lastomeric or fibcrglass pipe insulation is

therefore recommended.

lie powder insulation used on the underground piping
;.,,
deemel t

be effec,-tive.

It is unknown if it has degraded significantly
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but an indication of its continued effectiveness was given by the following
observation:

In the fall of 1979 (over four years after installation) a

temporary plumbing modification was made which permitted thermosiphoning
to occur from the storage tank to the ground array.

The supply pipe at

the entrance to the ground array (over 50 feet from the storage tank)
became very hot by morning.

This indicated that the insulation was still

effective enough to prevent the thermosiphoned energy from being absorbed
by the surrounding earth.

Although an earlier section of this report

recommended a more conventional insulation method for underground piping
(see page 2-8) it is believed that hydrophobic powder represents a viable
alternative, particularly if groundwater problems are not of major concern.
In summary, exposed piping should be insulated.

DOE

currently recommends that all piping should be insulated to at least R-4
levels.

it should be stated again that care in initial layout to minimize

pipe runs will pay great dividends in reduced energy loss and piping and
insulation costs.

Layout should, of course, provide adequate room for

the specified insulation.
To conclude this section on plumbing appurtenances, a
final word regarding maintenance considerations is offered.

All valves,

pumps, gauges, thermometers, etc., should be clearly labeled and tagged
with typical operating data.

A schematic of the complete plumbing system

should also be provided in a visible location to aid maintenance crews.
The reader is referred to subsequent sections of this chapter on Homeowner
and Maintenance Manual Development for further information regarding this
recommendation.
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2.2.2.7

Evacuated Tube and Flat Plate Collector Comparison
Beginning on 1 October 1978 the ground array was equipped

with evacuated tube collectors (Model TC-lO0) manufactured by General Electric.

Because of these collectors' high cost ($20 per square foot FOB) only

part of the support array was utilized, 17.8 square meters (192 SF) vs 25.4
square meters (273 SF) for the previously installed flat plates.

Tle 520

inclination angle of the array was not changed in order to permit direct
performance comparison with the formerly installed flat plate collectors
and also with the existing flat plates which remained on the roof array.
Evacuated tube collectors reportedly achieve higher efficiencies thereby allowing smaller collector areas (which will lower the
cost of support structures) for a desired energy output.

In addition,

their vacuum "thermos bottle" design permits higher temperatures to be
attained which allows smaller storage volumes, heat exchangers and other
system components.

For these reasons manufacturers claim that although

collector costs are higher than for flat plates that evacuated tubes are
cost effective.
Another principal advantage claimed for vacuum type
collectors are that they will significantly outperform flat plates in
marginal conditions.

For example, they should operate on days when flat

plates won't, start operation earlier and stop operation later in the
day, etc.
The following conclusions regarding the vacuum tube collector performance are based on one winter of operation.

Thiese conclusions

should be tempered with the understanding that the collectors were integrated
into an existing retrofit solar application which was not designed to take
advantage of the unique features attributed to them (e.g., it did not
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require high temperature collector fluid, it possessed larger storage volumes than recommended for evacuated tubes, etc.).
The TC-100 collectors operated at an average instantaneous efficiency of only 25 percent, whereas the flat plates on the roof
operated at 38 percent for the same period.
generally operated at higher efficiency

Since the ground array had

(i.e.,

when both arrays used flat

plates) this drop in efficiency was attributed solely to the cvacuated
tube's performance.
The evacuated tube collectors would try to begin
operation sooner in the day than the roof flat plates but system cycling
would occur.

The tube collectors would remain on at generally the same

time as the flat plates would start operation.

Contrary to expected

performance, however, was the fact that the evacuated tubes would shut
down earlier in the day, than the flat plates.
Another drawback to the tube collectors was their
increased maintenance requirements.

A few tubes broke during both

normal operation and recovery from stagnation conditions.

Their replace-

ment, though not technically difficult, proved to be a time-consuming
irritant.

Numerous collector plumbing leaks were also initially experi-

enced when stagnaticn conditions occurred.

These occurred in the small

1/4 inch serpentine elbow and tee connections despite the use of a 70 psi
Subsequent repair of these joints

pressure relief valve on the array.

%,ith"silver solder" (standard solder had been used during installation)
prevented recurrence of this problem.
and workmanship must be used in

Accordingly,

higher quality material

their installation.

Very little evidence is available to support the view
that vacuum tube collectors outperform flat plates under marginal conditions.
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The ground array did not operate any day in which the roof array didn't.
It was mentioned previously that the vacuum tubes would also shut down
earlier in the day.
To summarize, the evacuated tube collectors did not
perform as well as the flat plates in this application and location.
contrast, the flat plate collectors have performed very well.

By

No glass

cover breakage has occurred despite frequent and sometimes extended stagnation periods.

The only negative aspect experienced throughout the

project was some minor outgassing and surface deterioration of the absorber
plate of one or two collectors.
the collectors were charged.
prevented this occurrence.

This occurred during installation before

Proper installation procedures would have
Accordingly, the flat plates were reinstalled

on the ground array in the fall of 1979 prior to the termination of the
formal research project.
2.2.2.8

Collector Cover Removal Effects
The evacuated tube collectors used in this project were

available with an optional cover for hail and vandalism protection.

Since

the Academy has a relatively high risk of damaging hailstorms, covers made
of Lexan@

were installed.
These covers provide no added insulation for collector

efficiency improvement, but were observed to provide a flat sliding surface
for more rapid clearance of snow.

This is particularly true for our instal-

lation which used an east-west tube orientation since the tubes and vee
troughs impede the removal of snow.

The tubes themselves do not radiate

much heat which would tend to melt the accumulated snow.
'lhe manufacturer's specifications predicted a 15 percent efficiency

loss for collectors utilizing protective covers.

It was

decided to test this estimate by removing all covers from one cluster of
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the collectors and comparing their performance to the other collectors
which remained covered.

Analysis of data over a three-week period in

March 1979 confirmed this prediction.

What had been the worst performing

cluster became the highest, and reflected a 10-15 percent relative increase
in collector efficiency.
A coverless collector was exposed to a short duration
hailstorm.

No breakage to the evacuated tube glass shrouds was experienced

(the hailstones were 1/2 to 3/4 inches in size).
In conclusion, the added expense of the Lexano covers
(apprNxinmately

$900 of the total evacuated tube collector cost of $5000)

would not appear warranted in most applications.

In those areas where

severe storm damage or vandalism is of major concern it would seem advisable
to use a much lower cost material for the covers.

If cheap covers are

not

available from the collector manufacturer, then "site built" modifications
would appear warranted.
2.2.3

Thermal Storage Systems
All solar heating installations require a storage system.

For

liquid collectors a water tank is generally the storage system employed.
Mien providing for energy storage the designer

is

innediately confronted

with choices concerning tank type and placement.
2.2.3.1

Tank Type and Placement
Tanks should be placed close to collector arrays and

to the load

side outlets.

Aesthetic concerns

in a residential

hood and the desire not to utilize space available to occupants
basement

led to an exterior,

in the

underground tank being used for this project.

1 jther steel,
used.

neighbor-

fiberglass or concrete tanks can be

Bajsed on initial cost alone, a reinforced concrete tank (4000 psi,
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28 day strength) was selected and obtained from a local source.

No interior

Shortly after start-up, the tank began to leak at

water sealant was used.

the rate of approximately one gallon per hour.

The tank was pumped dry and

inspection revealed no observable cracking or leak locations.

The tank

was refilled and no further significant leakage has occurred since that
time.

No definite explanation for this occurrence is known.

To preclude

such leaks from occurring it is recommended that concrete tanks be lined
with watertight material.

The liner should be heat resistant since high

storage temperatures will be encountered.
A device that allows easy monitoring of the water level
should be used on all tank installations.

A site glass could be used on

some tank placements; this project used a manually operated float meter
which was placed in the basement near the pumps and other solar equipment.

The

tank sides and top were insulated with two one-inch

layers of polyurethane (approximately R-13) which was applied with hot tar.
The bottom of the tank was not insulated.
instulation was not sufficient.

It is felt that this degree of

This conclusion is based on the presence

(it'
what was considered to be too much temperature/energy loss from the tank
during severe conditions.
In retrospect, it is felt that the tank should have
been supported on "thermal
well as the sides.

break" blocks with insulation on the bottom as

The blocks would support the tank and prevent crushing

of the bottom insulation.

DOE recommends that underground storage tanks

be insulated to 11-30 levels, so it
was inadequate

in this area.

would appear that this project's design

Designers

should insure adequate amounts of

proper insulation are used to prevent excessive thermal energy loss from
storage.
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In sum, no significant, long-term problems were encountered as a result of using a concrete tank.

Their use in new construction

where they can be easily formed and poured in place (perhaps as part of
foundation walls) may also have additional cost benefits that should be
considered.
2.2.3.2

Storage Mass Variation Effects
hIbis project used a tank capacity of 9500 liters (2500

gallons).

Ihe tank was almost filled to capacity during the first winter

of operation.
6600()

In July 1976 the storage mass was reduced to approximately

liters (1800 gallons).

This mass reduction had the immediate effect

of' making the storage tank more responsive to the energy input from the
collector arrays.

In short, for a particular environmental condition the

tank temperature would rise much more quickly and to a higher level for a
given energy input.

This was very significant since during the first

winter it was not unusual for the collectors to operate all day but the
temperature of the storage water would not be raised high enough to use
for home heating.
During the third winter of operation the storage mass
was further reduced to 5300 liters (1400 gallons).

Predictably, the tank

again became more responsive to the higher temperature collector fluid.
It should be pointed out that these storage mass reductions worked in combination with the reduced collector flow rates discussed previously to
lower collector efficiency.

(Higher storage temperatures result in elevated

collector fluid and plate temperatures and consequently more thermal loss
to the environment.)

This sacrifice in collector efficiency was once again

made to achieve higher system efficiency.
The final storage mass of approximately 530(10 liters (1,1(
gallons)

was, the lowest achievable due to plumbing limitations.
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Thbis amount

represents a storage mass to collector area ratio of approximately .88
kilograms per square meter (2.5 gallons per square foot).
within the general

This ratio is

limits recommended for most flat plate collector sys-

tems although some studies indicate lower ratios are better.
To conclude, storage is the system component which
connects energy collection to the load.

Consequently, storage mass has an

effect on collector efficiencies but more importantly on system heating
efficiency.

Lowering of collector flow rates and of the storage mass is

believed to have been primarily responsible for the continual improvement
in solar performance during the first three winters of this project.
Section 2."

for a performanze summary.)

It

is

(See

further believed that stor-

a,,e mass reductions were the dominant factor in achieving these improvements.
tank.

The designer is,

therefore,

cautioned not to use too large a

Excess storage volume costs money and delays the storage mass

from reaching usable temperature
2.2.3.3

levels.

Usable Temperature Levels
A parameter which is

mass is

the minimum temperature at which it

to the load.
perature
31.5

0

ntome.

very closely related to storage
can be used to supply energy

Initially, the control system required a 41 C (105F) tem-

in the storage water.

Ihis temperature resulted in approximately

C (88-890 F) air being produced at the distribution registers in the
The storage tank spent considerable periods at 40.9 C (104°F),

but

the control system would not commiand withdrawal of this energy from the
ink.

In an attempt

energy an
ih

to use this significant amount of lower temperature

investigation was made to determine the lowest usable temperature

h would niot result iri discomfort to the occupants.
In Decemher 1976 the control temperature was reduced to
4.

,

(94" 1 1ind the occupants were advised to checi, for drafts,

etc.

No

adverse reports were made.

The temperature was subsequently reduced to

32.2 0 C (90°F) and then to 300C (86°F).
26.7°C (80°F) air at the registers.

The lowest setting resulted in

The installation of linear diffusers

at all registers prior to these latter reductions is believed to have
helped prevent any occupant complaints.
made without informing the occupants.)

(The last two reductions were
It is true that the occupants were

an active part of the research project and could have had a natural iiClination not to make complaints.

However, the home has remained comfortable

in the solar heating mode with this lower temperature setting to the presvit "nonresearch"

occupants.
This lowering of the storage tank control temperature,

in conjunction with the reduction in storage mass, aided tremendously in
the improved overall performance of the solar system.

It should be

remembered also that the placement of the storage tank sensor,

as well

as the control temperature chosen, can have a significant impact on system performance.

(More will be said about sensor placement in the suc-

ceeding section of this chapter.)
2.2.3.4

Heat Exchanger Interface
Two flat,

steel,

heat exchangers were placcd
collector array flow circuit.
on both array circuits.

(ea 29" x 59")

serpentine flow path

in the -storage tank and connected to each
The heat exchangers

were phmbed in parallel

These four heat exchangers were considered neces-

sary to avoid using ethylene glycol

in the storage water to the same con-

cent rat on rtepi i red in the collector fluid.
lDuring

th.
.td
Oli

,

c i lJ tr(
hlrl,

it

was not iced

gnfi I cant di ffererice existed between the storage water

I t1 1.1.v
r,

the first winter of operation

,nt ry fluid temperatures.

1i 1i1.-n

It

was therefore decided to

heat cxchanger on the ground array loop to see it

it would reduce this temperature differential and thereby improve the
transfer of energy from the collector fluid to the storage water.
Ilie addition of this third heat exchanger resulted in
a reduction of the ground arra',y average working fluid temperature.

Thle

temperature difference imparted to the working fluid by the collectors
(entry vs exit) remained the same but the entire loop tended to more
nearly approach the storage tank temperature.

1bis resulted in the

ground array collectors running cooler, and therefore more efficiently,
than the roof array.
Another effect of the additional h,..at exchanger Was
also noteuminutes

The ground array collectors would shutdown approximately 15

,aiiier in the afternoon than the roof array.

The control system's

shutdown mode was based on a pre-set differential between the collector
fluid exit temperature and storage temperature.

Since the ground array

loop was now running cooler it would reach this differential sooner and
begin shutdown.

This does not necessarily imply reduced performance.
Heat exchangers should be plumbed to allow use of the

entire storagv tank volume.

Their placement should also take temperature

stratification potential into account.

When it was decided to reduce the

storage mass in this project it became necessary to disconnect and lower
the heat exchangers

in the tank.

Similarly,

further reduction of tank

mass below present levels would require yet another plumbing hookup.
use of flexible hose connections might be considered
iuxibil itv of heat

exchanger placement

torrosion and mineral
has occurred
copper ;lipil

in this installation.

'l11e

in order to provide

in the tank.
scale deposition on the exchangers

Dielectric unions were used between the

and steel exchangers and were deemed effective in preventing

S,alvaniC co rosion.

lniform, exterior corrosion on all exchangers was the
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Inhibitors were never added to the storage tank water but

main problem.

their use may be warranted and should be considered.
The hardness of tile storage water decreased which
indicated that precipitation of calcium and magnesium salts did occur on
the heat exchangers.

Mitigation of this problem could be realized through

use of softened or dionized water for storage, but this could be too expensive or not deemed feasible.
The designer must be cognizant of the corrosion and
scaling potential for the storage tank heat exchangers.
tioii,

This considera-

along with the need to achieve maximum energy transfer to storage,
An

pro!':ihly makes a liberal approach to heat exchanger sizing advisable.

i.vestment to insure adequate heat exchanger capacity is probably minimal
compared to the loss incurred by a relatively high cost but inefficiently
operating collector array.
2.2.4

Microprocessor Control Systems and Sensors
An efficient solar system must have reliable control and sensorThis section will be restricted to recommendations and

ing components.

lessons learned regarding hardware; discussions concerning the control
algorithm or logic used in this project are found in previous sections.
In general, there are two fundamental types of control systems
%,hichcan be used for solar systems.
electromechanical
logic circuits

The first,

and more common,

relay system; the second uses solid state,

in a microcomputer or microprocessor.

is

an

integrated

Th1iis project used

a ni croprocessor-based control system during the entire research period.
\ ;implified,

"mini-microprocessor" was also designed,

in the home prior to its turnover for normal occupancy.
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built,

and installed

Microprocessor controllers proved to be very feasible for this
project.

They are small,

lightweight,

consume negligible power and have

the capability to implement new control algorithms or strategies easily.
'IThis latter characteristic
these types of controllers.
type controls,

is considered to be an important advantage for
Their only disadvantage,

is that they are not as well

cont ractors or maintenance personnel.

as

compared to relay

understood by most engineers,

This is

a very real

concern that

should be given much consideration by Air Force desigincrs.
The solar system controller,
auxiliary 1,,ating system.

of necessity,

also controls the

T7his means that a potential exists for a

iallfunctioni ;g solar controller not to be able to activate the backup
heat ing system.

A feature of the control scheme used in this project

involved by-passing the normal thermostat which activated the auxiliary
furnace system.

The conventional thermostat

is always at a lower setting

than the desired interior temperature used on the solar controller thermostat.

Operation in this manner helps assure that a malfunctioning solar

system will become immediately apparent to the occupants.
if

Stated simply,

the solar system (or solar controller) malfunctions, the house wil i

probably ),et cold.

The occupants can then call for maintenance assistance.

intil repairs are made, the convent ional thermostat can be raised to the
thieired Ieve l and the home is heated solely b) the auxiliary system just
Ilkc any other house.

It is recommended that a similar control

1)( usecd tor other pro-jcct s where appMicable,

liere have been cases reported

kuplants of solar facilities; thought the, solar sy't el
,tret cc
TMor1na Ilv WIhen in fact
K

strategy

it wasn't funct ionin, at all.

Was functioning

e(ontrol hardware should

and installed to help avoid this ;ituation.
dee.',:nd

Another unique feature of the mini-controiler used in this
project is its use of a display cover panel which depicts system operation.
This display panel reflects what the controller is telling the system to
do, e.g.,

if the panel's collector array pump light is on, the pump

should be running.

If the pump is not running, then either the pump

or the controller output signal has malfunctioned.

Similarly, if the

collector display light is on when it shouldn't be (e.g., at night) then
the occupant knows that the controller has malfunctioned.

Simplified

figures of this display panel with explanations of common operating modes
were provided to the occupant.

It is felt these measures help to achieve

a ,ystem which will operate and operate correctly.
The system controller should be installed in an easily
accessible and visible location.
tional display panel is used.

This is particularly true if an opera-

The controller should be ventilated well

since internal power supplies can overheat some of the solid state components and cause them to fall.

Lightning protection devices should be

installed on sensor inputs to the controller.

The controller should also

be placed on a separate electrical circuit to preclude possible overloading
and a potentially damaging shutdown of the solar system.
One final innovation incorporated into this project's
control system was the provision of manual toggle switches (powered by a
flashlight dry cell battery)
system allows maintenance

to control all pumps and fans.

This manual

forces to operate all system components

dently of the automatic controller.

indepen-

This low cost feature allows much

easier troubleshooting of the system and facilitates routine operational
checks.

It is recommended that this, and the previously discussed

innovations, be used in other solar projects.
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The sensors used in the AFA solar home were solid state temperature transducers.

They are very accurate temperature sensors, and when

installed properly, they have performed very well.

Accurate indications

of temperatures are important to system performance; a significant error
in temperature measurement will almost certainly result in a significant
impact on system performance.

It is recommended, therefore, that accurate,

high quality sensors be specified.
Based on the experience gained in this project, it is felt that
a control scheme which is simplified as much as possible performs as effectively as a more sophisticated approach.
the fewer th,' number of sensors required.

The simpler the control algorithm,
The final configuration of this

installation used only five sensors; they monitor the following system
temperatures:

collector plate, collector fluid exit, storage tank, actual

interior and desired interior.

Additional sensors are installed and serve

as backups to the ones being used to control the system.

It is recommended

that redundant sensors be provided for relatively inaccessible locations
such as collector roof arrays.

As a minimum, adequate spare sensors should

he on hand to support a replacement requirement.
Sensor location and the method of installation should be specified carefully.
cantly.

Improper location can degrade system performance signifi-

If collector arrays will be partially shaded during certain times

of the year, the collector plate sensor must not be mounted on the shaded
area.

It is recommended that the collector sensor be mounted on the

11orb ing pl ate and not on a return pipc near the absorber.

(In this

project it was necessary to cut into the back of a collector in order to
pro perly install the plate sensor.)

The collector sensor must be installed

in a manner (screw clamps. thermal cement, etc.) which will insure good
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thermal contact with the absorber plate.

Collector plate sensors must also

be able to withstand anticipated stagnation temperatures to preclude frequent replacements.
Storage tank sensor placement should take stratification
potential into account.

If it is located near where the collector fluid

is releasing its energy to storage, the sensor may give erroneously high
readings.

This would result in shorter collection periods and would ser-

iously affect solar performance.

Since the collector loop heat exchangers

were distributed evenly throughout the storage volume and the water was
mixed by the heat coil pump, this project did not achieve much stratification.
Accordingly, only one sensor was used; it was placed in the upper quarter of
the storage mass.

Frequent failure of the storage tank sensor was experi-

enced early in the project due to its direct immersion in the water.

Even

though the sensor construction supposedly permitted immersion, the hot
water would ultimately short-circuit the output signal.

This problem was

solved by enclosing the sensor in a copper pipe which was capped and sealed
with silicon gel.

It is felt that the sacrifice in temperature accuracy

was minimal.
Sensors that are exposed to the outdoors should be covered
to protect their electrical leads from moisture damage.

This project used

a small, site-fabricated, plexiglass box sealed with silicon gel.
All sensors should be placed in accessible locations and
installed to facilitate easy replacement.
for sensors installed in piping.

Isolation valves are recommended

This will allow sensor replacement with-

out draining of the fluid system.
Good quality sensor wire should be specified since it may
come in contact with very high temperature surfaces.

All wire connections

should be soldered since extremely low output signals are produced by the
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sensors.

(This project has experienced inaccurate readings due to connec-

tions that weren't initially soldered.)
To summarize, poorly designed and installed control and sensor
systems can cause an otherwise well designed project to operate inefficiently.

The majority of the routine problems which were encountered in

this project were due to deficiencies in this area.

It is hoped that the

foregoing recommendations can help prevent similar experiences in other
projects.
2.2.5

Thermography Studies
Thermographic equipment will detect and visibly display tempera-

ture distribLtions existing on a body's surface.

The equipment senses the

infrared radiation that is either being reflected or emitted by the surface.
Flow imbalances in the collector panels were a major concern in
the early stages of this project.

Even though pressure gauges and balanc-

ing valves were in use, it was decided to use thermography in an attempt
to determine actual flow patterns.

It was realized from the outset that

the surface which the thermography equipment would sense was the glass
cover plates and not the absorber surface.

Reflected radiation and

convection losses to wind from the glass, and other factors, all combined
to cause some doubt regarding the ability of thermography to accurately
portray absorber surface temperatures.
actual

Although it was recognized that

temperature profiles of the absorber surfaces would not be possible,

it was hoped that qualitative differences in absorber temperatures would
ic transmitted to the glass covers.

The presence of temperature sensors

on all absorber plates of the ground array allowed correlation of these
readings to the qualitative thermographs which were taken.
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The results of two years of experimental work with this technique proved its usefulness.

Thermography unquestionably gives a reliable

indication of collector flow balance, obstructions or air blockages.

The

effects of adjustments to flow balancing valves and bleeding of entrained
air could be seen quickly through the thermography equipment.
It is felt that thermographic equipment can ,e best utilized
during system startup (to achieve flow balance) and subsequent routine
checks for flow blockages.

Because of the cost of this equipment its use

will probably be restricted to large collector arrays.

The Air Force

shoulI add this application to its list of uses for its thermographic
equ i pmet.
In summary, it is believed that thermography represents a
current and reliable method of accurately determining the gross operational effectiveness of solar collectors that are installed on a nonresearch project.

Normal installations are not apt to possess the many

sensors and flow meters which would otherwise be required to detect flow
blockages and imbalances.

The solar thermography research pioneered by

this project in 1976 is being continued by the Department of Energy
through its Solar Energy Research Institute (5).
2.2.6

Design Model Comparison to Actual Performance
At the time this project was planned, very limited solar

design guidance existed.
have been developed.

Since that time several computer design models

These models generally attempt to predict the solar

energy contribution for a particular system size and application.

This

allows estimates of conventional energy savings and an economic analysis
of the proposed solar installation to be made.
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The "f-chart" model developed at the University of Wisconsin
(6) is such a model.

It is widely reputed to be the state-of-the-art in

solar design techniques.

It is specifically intended to aid in the sizing

of standard, active (liquid or air), flat plate, space heating and/or
domestic hot water systems.

The model treats collector area as the main

design parameter but also considers storage mass, heat exchanger efficiency
and other variables.

The model assumes a system of specified collector

area to be optimally designed and operated.

It is for this reason that

the solar energy fraction of total consumption (i.e., "f")
the model

predicted by

is often considered to be optimistic.
l1hi f-chart model has been extensively compared to many other

computer simulations and excellent agreement has been obtained.

Relatively

few actual projects that possess reliable data have had their performance
For this reason it was decided to

compared to the model predictions.

obtain the latest computer f-chart model

(version 3) to see what level of

performance it predicted for this project.
The f-chart program is, based only on use of flat plate collectors so the last winter of ope,r;tion %,;I,'xcluded
It was also nece- ssr.v to dclet ' othr

per

involved considerahbil

it ion.il

tartup and op

inclination angle changes, etc. )i
performance.

uds

from the analysis if
experimentation

hic:i retulted

Thc period s.elected sa, '.iptvmber

from this comparison.
they

(collector

in lcss than optimum system
1977 through August 1978.

1 able 2-1 shows a month-by-month comtpairson of the actual thermai performorc'

of the home during this period to that predictcd Iv f-chart.
Although individual months show considerable discrepancy, the

total annual contributions are in excellent agreement.

The actual per-

formance in May and June are unusually low due to a severe spring snowstorm
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PERCENT SOLAR CONTRIBUTION
MONTI I

f-CHART

September

ACTUAL

100

100

October

89

100

November

57

67

December

44

61

January

46

34

February

53

so

March

59

66

Apri 1

74

89

N~y92

47

.June

100

56

July

100

100

August

100

100

Annual

59.7

60.8

'lA13H; 2- 1. Compa r ison of Actual Thermal
to f'(Chart Prod act ions

And operational

di ffi c

t i-esv t h Tht

d emand and sol i r cont rihutiaon'
they do not

11n a fC catl.
Il f-,hart

,t )rA vweathur data
(rr~.Co
Iorado.

TI',

a ftcct

I,)

'.Vst(em.

'Ilie total

f o r t hL-se months

predikctions

ho0wever, that

arv based on internally

imnolat ion and degree days)I

program

,

enicrgy

The :wnaail performance.

perto'arncni

(s;olar
fl1w

irc

0,t

Performance

vczrs ion used

in

for nearby Colorado

this compari son conta ins

%cithcr dlat a for over --,00 loc-at ions throughout the country.

It

is

(Ick.,-J that we~ather varianctis between a speci fic locat ion and the nearest
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data location probably represents the major shortcoming to the f-chart
model.
The excellent annual performance agreement obtained for this
project indicates that the f-chart model is a valuable design tool.

It

is therefore recommended that this model be used by the Air Force to
support preliminary design studies for solar space heating and domestic
hot water projects.

Recommend the Engineering and Services Center provide

design suggestions based on f-chart predictions to individual bases that
are considering solar projects.
2.2.7

"Homeowner" Manual Development
Prior to termination of this research project and turnover of

the home for normal occupancy, it was considered necessary to prepare a
simplified manual for a typical homeowner.

It was felt that an occupant

who had some knowledge of the system's operation would not needlessly call
for maintenance forces.

In addition, a homeowner familiar with the system

can help insure that the system is, in fact, operating and operating
correctly.
The manual appears in its entirety in the final interim technical report

(4).

The content of this short manual

summnari:ed as follows:
solar performance.

(9 pages) is briefly

An introduction informs the occupant of typical

It is written in a manner which will, hopefully, fos-

ter a positive attitude about living in a solar home, e.g.,

it points out

that tihe occupants can contribute to the nation's energy goals.
A general overview of the solar system operation, in lay terms,
i-;included.
how the sun is

'This will acquaint even the most nontechnical reader with
used to heat the home.

A casual understanding of this
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section, for example, will permit the occupants to know that ,,l,,r
pumps should not run at night, and other similar fundamental prln,

A;1s

A short section advises occupants of the rout inn ,:i
t i iIt,:,Ct.
which the system requires, and when civil engineering forces are

,chcduled

to accomplish it.
The heart of the manual is closely tied to the solar controller's visual display panel

(see Section 2.2.5).

It is believed that the

manual's descriptions of the various operational modes which are displayed
on the controller will greatly aid a homeowner's understanding of the
system.

In effect, the concerned occupant can "troubleshoot" the system

himself.

Examples of these operational mode descriptions are shown in

F:igure 2-1 .
In summary, it is strongly recommended that facility occupants,
particularly residential "homeowners", be furnished with information
describing "their" system on all solar projects.

This recommendation also

applies to commercial package systems that may be installed by contractors.
Provision of this information will greatly aid the continued successful
operation of a solar system.
2.2.8

Maintenance Manual Development
This project's solar system was maintained primarily by the

research team with assistance by base civil engineering forces on a caseby-c: se basis.

Although the system does not require extensive or frequent

mainte'nance, it was nevertheless believed that civil engineering should be
pr,). Wed with an operation and maintenance manual when the house was
returned to their control for normal occupancy.
The manual appears in its entirety in the final interim technical
report

(4).

The following paragraphs briefly summarize the contents of it.
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lescriptions of Solar Controller

i*.i~ie att ention was given to collector operation.
!Iitl
,:d r., :,z

.Jv~l :

o,
,icc-t'trt

l

i,

col ecto r,, .prcsc:it
important

locations of all pumps and valves, detailed

.howing

,gprocedures and maintenance of proper ethylene
in the working fluid are all discussed.

Since

the major port ion of a solar project's cost,

it

is

that continuing attention be given to them.
Repair instructions were also given for the solar controller

and installed sensor system.
of :ill
it

A control diagram showing exact locations

sensors and a wiring diagram of the system was included.

Since

wa.- ielt that very little knowledge regarding solid state controllers
po5i,5os.L..used
by civil engineering craftsmen, detailed checklist

instruc-

tions were developed to aid troubleshooting of this key system component.
Other routine tasks of a more mundane nature were also
itemized.

Cleaning pipe strainers, checking pump couplers and pressure

relief valves, etc., are requirements which should be accomplished on a
schCduled basis.

These and other preventive maintenance items should all

hec entered into the civil engineering recurring maintenance program.
(o;i::irci:il

equipment :;pecifications

expansion tanks,
illg Oft

for collectors,

sensors,

etc.) were included as appendices to facilitate order-

necCssary replacements.
Solar applications

the victim of an "install

it

A~; : trustee of public funds it
repeat these experiences.
inherently difficult

most craftsmen.

in the civilian sector have too often been

and forget it"

tems catn't be forgotten about

or

(e.g.,

if

mentality.

Active solar sys-

they are to provide extended service.
is

incumbent on th,, Air Force not to

Although solar systems are not "high technology"

to maintain,

they still

represent a mystery to

It is not enough to simply enter one-line 'escriptions
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of required tasks in a recurring maintenance schedule; a manual explaining
why and how these tasks are performed must be available.

It is strongly

recommended, therefore, that all solar projects which will be maintained
)v Air Force in-house forces require the development of a maintenance
manual for the specific system that will be installed.

2.3

Solar Performance
This project's solar system performed well.

As noted in a previous

section of this summary, the actual performance slightly exceeded that
predictc, by a widely used computer simulation model.

The annual solar

contributoil to the total energy consumption of the home approximates 60
percent.

This assumes that the system is reasonably maintained and that

average weather conditions will exist.

The system would not attain this

performance during a climatically severe year.
Figure 2-2 is a graph depicting the average solar energy available
to a horizontal

surface during the entire research period.

displays nothiii
energy throughout

The graph

unusual except a slight downward trend of available
this period of record.

iigure 2-3 shows the heating degree days for the entire period.
,ejieral,

it

depicts a trend of increasingly severe winters throughout the

period ot" record.
ful

In

(°F-days are used since this unit will be more meaning-

to most readers.)
Figure 2-4 shows the total energy used and the solar energy provided

to the home.

day plot

Note that the energy demand of the home follows the degree

fairly closely.

The dramatic effect of the increased insulation

(added in February 1977)

can be seen by comparing the demand during March,

\pril.

and May 1976 to that experienced in

1977.

Even though the degree

days were equal or greater in those months in 1977,
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the home was greatly reduced.

This reduction of the "demand to degree day

ratio" continued until February 1978 when the home's energy demand increased
significantly.

This can be seen by comparing the months of March and April

in 1978 to 1977.
The degree days experienced for those months in 1978 are significantly
less or approximately equal to that for 1977, but the energy demand of the
home wLs nevertheless much higher.

The primary reason for this dramatic

change was the fact that the home became unoccupied in January 1978.

(It

remairkd

unoccupied for the duration of the research project.)

believed

1that the energy gains associated with normal occupancy, which were

ncver mearted,

are extremely significant

well-insulated, residential structure.
also closed while it was unoccupied.

It is

in the total energy budget of a

The window blinds on the home were
This prevented any solar gain from

the low winter sun and could have contributed to the increase in demand.
ligurLu 2-4 also shows that the amount of solar energy provided to the
hoe;ic dtr-ing the heating season (October - April)
the first three winters of operation.
cxists: for only half the season.)

continually increased over

(Reliable data for the first winter

This improved performance occurred pri-

marily as a result of operational improvements which have been previously
discussed.

The solur system continued to provide a large amount of energy

in the last winter (78-79), but direct comparisons are difficult due to the
lower-efficiency evacuated tube collectors which were installed on the
,,round array during this period.

It

must also be remembered that 30

ijk.rcerit le:;s collector area was in use for the evacuated
1 i gure 2-S givs a monthly "percent
,)t" sokar space heating projects.

It

solar" summary.

tube collectors.
The data is

typical

reflects an average low of 30 percent

s Olkr tor severe months to a high of 100 percent for low-load months.
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Time Period

1

2

3

4

52%

30%

21%

14%

Second Winter
(c76Ar7)47%
(Oct 70-Apr
77)

40%

45%

19%

"Third Winter
(Oct 77-Apr 735%
(Oct 77-Apr 78)

70%

61%

25%

65%

53%

21%

First Winter
(Dec 75-Apr 76)

Fourth Winter
(OCt (O -- ,%jar 79)

32%

LEG;END
I:

Solar energy collected and stored

2:

Solar energy provided to house

Solar energy stored

3:

Solar energy provided to house

Total energy demand

1:

Solar energy provided to house - Solar energy available to
collectors

Table 2-2.

Solar System

Solar energy available to
collectors

hermal Performance Summary

Jablc 2-2 summarizes the thermal performance of the solar system for
bheating seasons of the research period.
of

17,

Data for October and November

and April 1979 were either nonexistent or too unreliable to use;

tlei r absence must he considered when comparing these results.
hinter of operation

The third

reflected the highest thermal efficiency and it

is

ht.lieved tbat the home in its current configuration and operational mode
%ill approximate

this level of performance.
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Other comments concerning this table are as follows:

In general,

column one reflects the purposeful decrease in collector efficiency which
was obtained by lowering collector flow rates.

This led to higher tem-

perature collector fluid and, in turn, to higher temperatures in the
storage tank.

'lle reduction in tank mass also contributed to higher and

more usable temperatures in the storage tank.

Column two reflects this

increased usability of storage in providing energy to the home.

The

solar fraction of total energy provided is shown in column three.

Column

four can be regarded as the overall thermal efficiency of the solar system,

i.e.,

the ratio of thermal energy provided by the system to the

solar Lnergy available to the system.

The decrease in this overall

performance during the final winter of operation is mainly attributable
to the evacuated tube collectors which were installed on the ground array.
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CHAPTER 3
SOLAR FNERGY

3.1

-

SOME OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Int roduct ion
The contents of this chapter are not to he interpreted as ironclad

conclusions and recommendations which must be agreed with or implemented
posthaste.

They,

rather,

are the opinions of the author and other member>

of the research team, past and present, regarding the status of solar
technology and what it should do for the Air Force.
The observations which follow were formulated over a period of time
by those who were directly involved in an operational solar retrofit proect.

As a result of this fortunate circumstance, we had the unique

opportunity to observe installation, maintenance, and operational problerns.

(Most of the specific problems have been discussed in T!W preceding

chapter.)

We also had the opportunity to read much and to interface with

other solar researchers.

Sometimes we simply sat and watched solar "work,

and other times we sat and thought about

it.

The following pages are a

result of the latter activity.

3.2

Solar Implementation - Planning and Programmirg
Mlany topics can he discussed under this broad heading,

but the

follok-

inp ones are considered most pertinent.
3.2.1

Lducation and Training
It is believed that solar technology, though much of' it is not

COMplex,
1hi,
i

is still regarded as a mystery by most Air lorce civil engineers.

olbservation,

if correct, presents a most important barrier to the use
3- 1

Ot s*olar 0[

a broad seale.

It

is critically

important therefore that

to the maximum extent possible,

r,-tForce support,

I

desiin engineer

thc
Itten-

at the me rijd of conferences and seminars that are being held tnrrough-

dre
i'

.1t the nation.
technology,

"hes e sessions are not necessarilv confined to solar

ior shoiuld the interests of our peopIle be so restricted.

MaIy

of the con ferences are subs id ized by other agencies of the government , and
can he attended at very little
impediment
.;rr
It

to base engineers'

simply not aware of them,

expense to austere travel budgets.

A basic

attendance at these functions is that they
i.e.,

they are not on the right mailing lists!

i." iecr-'lled that appropriate personnel make the effort

to be aware

of all perti;, nt meetings in the nation and advise nearby bases of their
avalab iility and cost.
at

Will i aimN AFB. AZ,

As a hypothetical

cost.*,e

short

why should an engineer

he sent TI)Y to the AIT School of Civil

for the Energy Applications Course if
a technical

example,

lng ineering

similar exposure could he gained at

course or seminar at Arizona State University for less

neCd to mirake ourselves awar

2

of all available opportunities

in

ain effort to get more "bang for our 'l'IY buck".
\ side heneftil of such a strategy would he the contact,
L'Ilgiiccrs soulId make
i>grgaph ic area.

our

ith others involved in energy technology in their

Ourr people ought to know, and he cha lleriged by, What
t ieir front

hei ri dlO1C out;ide

Is

gate.

The forr.goiig policy would not lessen the value of the AFIT
School
0

)f' Civil Frigi necring coursc,.
i,,pport
p, ed arid p,'rhips expandd.

pl icatiorri

(ouri
\

They are excellent and should contlllie
lhe solar energy block of the Energy

c i believed to hw piiticularly worthwhile.

f inral

word regarding educational effort s is offered.

T e

c(mmon prohl em of get t ing back to tfie base and forgetting most of what one

was exposed to, is particularly critical in solar technology.

It is not

enough to educate; we must provide a reasonable opportunity for engineers
to actually design a solar project if we are to get a payback on our training dollars.
3.2.2

More about this in the succeeding paragraph.
The "Showcase" Concept
There is a natural tendency to go as far and as fast as possible

in the implementation and demonstration of a new and promising concept.

This

is probably particularly true for a concept as popular as solar and other
alternative energy technologies.

This tendency is manifested by development

of sho case installations which use all available methods, some practical
and ot.;crs perhaps impractical, to demonstrate that aggressive action is
being taken.

Although much can be learned by such a strategy, it is felt

that a broadly based Air Force-wide effort will pay equal, and perhaps
greater, dividends.
Our available "energy dollars" should be spent on decentralized
and, hopefully, practical projects.

It has often been said that widespread

application of solar energy is as much an institutional as it is a technological problem.

The showcase strategy does not adequately address the

v,:ry real institutional problem of acquainting most of our design engineers
and maintenance craftsmen with solar systems.

As stated in the preceding

section, our training efforts will go for naught if our trained people do
riot have the opportunity to utilize their new knowledge.
It is recommended that we begin by having as many bases as
'o,;Si1le design and install relatively small solar systems.
investment on a Iase could install

(A $50,000

10-20 residential sized DHW systems.)

We must design, operate, and maintain relatively small and simile systems
if

e ever hope to successfully implement higher technology solar systems
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for industrial and other uses.

Even if some of these small efforts are

unsuccessful, they will teach much and probably hurt little.

It is

probably true that despite our best efforts there will be some "reinvention
of the wheel", but it is believed that this an unavoidable consequence of
widespread action.

To learn by doing is

probably the best and perhaps

only method to overcome our organizational inertia and lack of expertise.
In short, we nust collectively crawl up the learning curve if we are ever
to sprint.
3.1.3

Preferable Applications
Solar energy applications are generally classified under two

broad cateL.,lries--direct thermal use and solar generated electricity.
Direct thormal use includes provision of domestic hot water and space
heating, space cooling, and industrial process heat in the form of hot
water or steam.

lerrestial electrical generation can be achieved by

photovoltaic "solar cells" or by thermal conversion processes.

Examples

of this latter method are steam production by concentrating "power towers"
combined with turbines, or low te'nperature heat engines driven by solar
pond "collectors".

(Some would also include wind generators in the latter

category.)
"Thlere

seems to be little

question that direct thermal applica-

tions are more developed and practical
t.chnolog ,ie..

than the electrical generation

Within the direct thermal

use category,

applications that

operate on a year-round basis are more economical than seasonal uses.
, ,.oplc,

residential

domestic hot water (D1W)

tive than residential
tht

,,)ace cooling,

space heating.

It

is

if

a year-round cooling load existed.)
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(It

is more cost effec-

further generally acknowledged

whether in small or large projects,

less ftaeible than beating applications.
(ven

production

For

is

is

considerably

believed this is

true

It is therefore recommended that the Air Force use its "solar
dollars" to install the types of systems which are most nearly economical
today.

Residential DHW, dining hall hot water, and aircraft washstand

systems should be widely installed before space heating, let alone space
cooling projects are implemented.

Residential DHIW applications also ful-

fill the previously recommended criteria of being small "learning projects"
for base engineering organizations.
Having given this advice, it should not be forgotten that at
some bases return on solar space heating investments could be greater than
that of DIW installations at other locations.

Space heatin d and other

solar ,pplications should, of course, be pursued under those circumstances.
3.2.4

Economic Analysis
It is arguable whether or not even the most feasible solar

applications (e.g., residential DIM) are cost competitive, Btu for Btu,
with current conventional alternatives.

The rationale for conversion is

found in anticipated future price increases of conventional sources and
In attempting to account for "social costs".
i-

(An example of social cost

4air dependency on foreign imports.)
For these reasons government policy at national and state

level'; has adopted significant incentives for conversion to solar energy
by tht private sector.

Current federal tax incentives provide hmeowners

a 40 cent rebate on every dollar invested up to $10,000.

(Additional

ijncntives are provided to businesses who install energy producing systems.)
.. e states provide additional

incentives.

t,,lorado resident who installs a solar
will rcceive $7,000 back in tax rebates.
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As a dramatic example, a

)1HWand heating system for $10,000
In effect, the private homeowner

n) tside the USAFA main gate

is basing his decision on whether the energy

-,,rings produced by the system will recoup his $3.)000

investment.

It is believed that current Air Force project programming
guidance takes no account of the solar subsidies available to the private
ector.

As a result,

we will shortly find our installations

beChlind our civilian counterparts
iot

somehow redressed.

If

if

lagging far

this imbalance in economic analys;is

it is national policy to foster conversior

solar technology it must also apply to federal installations.

is

to

If Air [-orce

Civil LngiTeer ing desires to remain in the forefront of engineering tech;trongly recommend to appropriate officials that our

uology We si,.)uld

ion-making criteria stay competitive.

dcci

3. 2.-,Base bMaster Planning
.\ll future facilities should be sited and oriented to take
,,v';,nt age of solar energy.
ire ,;olar access

tt

(i.e.,

This includes consideration of present and
right to sunshine) and placement

tt) pertmit L:,(- of ,ooth facing mass walls and glazing.

of the structure

(More will be said

" ;rabout passive appl icat ions of solar energy.)

I.~t

Ihe project booklets for new facilities should itemize hasic
,,r,oe

r.

For cxample,

h.-dini, ot collectors,
t
A

li

Ili,,

t':'lt.

-

llId con',

h,

t

they are not originally

Root construlction,

Ii

'

even if

site landscaping should not cause future

ihd

r

with

the possible

regard to slope and struct

future

,'

Ir,'" I new facilitv will not

i

a

l

included as part of

irin tallation

ral con-

of collector

arrays

initially be a solar structure

th flt tire installation of solar equi pment

in mind.

a ct
,I-{

can be extended to deciding upon the type of heatinrg

i n tall i

n The building,

In tall( d In th(

e.g.,

if

a

liquid solar system may be

fit'ire perhaps a hydronic heating system should be used.
,-n

it

3.3

Project Planning
The choice of a correct solar alternative for a particular project is

determined to a great extent by whether or not it involves a new or retrofit installation.
3.3.1

New Facilities
There is a growing consensus in the solar technology community

that a combination of energy conservant and passive solar design is perhaps
the most cost effective way to provide solar heating to a new structure.
The whole concept of using the sun's energy for space heating and DHW
without pumps, fans,

and controls is relatively new.

When the first

Nationil Passive Solar Conference was held in 1976 few attendees believed
that passive systems would work, let alone be cost effective (7).

That

situation has changed, and Air Force engineers and architects need to
change with it.

In essence, we need to learn about passive techniques

aad begin to employ them where and when possible in our new buildings.
The primary passive heating techniques involve direct solar
gain through proper placement and sizing of southern glazing and use of
thermal storage mass.

Passive cooling techniques are not as advanced,

but a simple and often overlooked fact in attempting to cool a facility
is to remember not to heat it.
solar gain (e.g.,

Passive techniques which prevent summer

shades, window overhangs, etc.) are cheap and pay great

dividends.
In summary,

provision of solar energy for new facilities

;,iiild include consideration of these passive techniques as well as
more familiar active systems.
thern,
that

however,

we must

he

In order to give serious consideration to

first know about them.

It

is

therefore recommended

in effort be made to expose and educate our people to this recently
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rediscovered and effective method to utilize solar energy.

This effort

can be implemented through attendance at conferences and increasing
coverage of these techniques in appropriate courses at the AFIT School
of Civil Engineering.
3.3.2

Retrofit Projects
if solar is to make a significant contribution to the Air Force

facility energy budget, existing facilities must be augmented with solar
systems.

This requires retrofit projects.

It is commonly held that active

system. ,:urrently represent the only feasible method to utilize solar energy
for existing facilities.

(Passive retrofit is possible in selected cases.)

Recommendations regarding the preferable types of applications for active
systems were offered in Section 3.2.3.
is offered here.

An additional cautionary thought

We should not install a retrofit solar space heating

systen on a facility which is not reasonably well insulated.

In our zeal

to implement solar we cannot permit ourselves to overlook this fundamental
principle.

This project demonstrated conclusively that return on reasonable

energy conservation
;olar systems.

It

investments is

much greater than that obtained from

therefore bears repeating,

never install a solar space

heating or cooling system on a thermally inefficient structure.
When the decision has been made to retrofit a solar system the
designer is confronted with the choice of using air or liquid collectors.
liuere are many factors to consider in this decision but the following gencril comments are offered.

If

the primary use of the system will be to

pirovidc hot water, use liquid collectors.

If the solar project will pri-

marily he for space heating, it should be integrated into the existing
hvating system of the facility as effectively as possible.

For example,

;in existing forced air convective heating system is generally more
3-8

conducive to air collectors if adequate space for the required additional
ductwork and storage component is available.
Since this project involved only a liquid system, we can offer
no authoritative recommendations regarding which type of installation to
specify.

It is our firm opinion, however, that the maintenance aspects of

a system should be given much consideration.

With this in mind, we are

inclined to think that an air system has some intrinsic advantages.
is particularly true for locations with a freeze-damage potential.

This
In the

final analysis, the choice will likely always be a site specific variable.

3.4

ititure Studies
Other agencies of the federal establishment, primarily the Department

of Energy and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, are pursuing
all

types of energy initiatives with great vigor.

The recent placement of

Air Force personnel at major research centers is considered to be a good
policy to foster technology transfer from these agencies.
word of caution is offered.

However, a

We should not devote inordinate time and

expense to efforts which keep us informed of latest developments in more
esoteric areas
etc.)

(e.g., concentrating collectors, solar assisted heat pumps,

when we have not yet significantly implemented more practical appli-

cations.

Our current organizational efforts should more properly be

focused on grassroots implementation of the more feasible, albeit mundane,
technologies.

i.5

Conclusion
It is generally felt that direct thermal use of solar energy repre-

sents the most feasible and economic alternative technology that is
available for widespread use.

It is further believed that the basic
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obstacle to its implementation by Air Force Civil Engineering and Services
is institutional, and not technological, in nature.

To overcome our insti-

tutional inertia is the single most critical problem we face today.

To

begin overcoming this problem we should mandate DHW projects on all bases
located below 40°N latitude.

It is readily admitted that a few DHW

installations on many bases are not glamorous, but it is a start, and start
we must.

It also happens to be the right start.

It bears mentioning that

the private and commercial sector is beginning to "go solar" in this area
ahead of others.

Recent market studies indicate that DHW installations

are taking off while active space heating is stagnating (8).

The public

will be well served if we spend their tax dollars like they are spending
their own dollars.
The recently established goal for our bases to provide 1 percent of
their total energy consumption from alternative technologies by 1985 is
a realistic goal and one which must be energetically pursued.

Solar

heating of hot water and facility floor space is the place to begin in
the attainment of that goal.
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APPENDIX A

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE USAFA
SOLAR TEST HOUSE - A TECHNICAL SUMMARY

The pages which follow provide a detailed report of
the solar performance of this project during the
entire period of research. It is designed for the
more technically inclined reader who wishes to
investigate the results more thoroughly. It has
also been approved for publication by the Solar
Energy Division of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.
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'ME CONTINUING PERFORMANCE OF
THE USAF ACADEMY RETROFIT SOLAR TEST HOUSE

Kenneth A. Cornelius
Assistant Professor

Joel D. Benson
Assistant Professor

Department of Civil Engineering
U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado 80840

ABSTRACT
'IThis paper presents the performance of the retrofit solar space heating
system which was installed on a typical military family housing unit of
mid-fifties construction at the U.S. Air Force Academy. The home and
the solar system were completely instrumented; system control and data
storage were accomplished with an on-site microprocessor. The results
presented cover the period from December 1975 to April 1979 and illustrate the cffects on performance of varying the following parameters:
(1) Energy conservation improvements to the home subsequent to installation of the solar system, (2) collector inclination angles, (3) collector
working fluid flow rates, (4) collector flow rate control strategy,
t5) storage mass and usable control temperatures, and (6) heat exchanger
area between collector loop and storage. A side-by-side performance
comparison of evacuated tube collectors to flat-plate collectors and an
overall system performance comparison to f-Chart predictions are also
included.
NOML!NC ,ATURE

MIJ
day

L

electrical energy required to operate the solar system (-)

f

solar fraction (dimensionless)

I

incident solar radiation (NJ

n1C

solar collector efficiency (dimensionless)

nS

overall solar system efficiency (dimensionless)

n,

solar heating system thermal efficiency (dimensionless)

.
Q

)

collected by tile collector array (2--)
solar energy
I.
day
NJ
(d-)
exterior
to
losses
solar system energy

L

day

load ( K)
solar energy delivered to heating
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INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that the U.S. Air Force consumes approximately one
Of this amount, 35 percent supports
percent of the nation's energy (1).
a nearly unchanging inventory of facility space with heating, cooling,
)IMW, etc. Air Force engineers, therefore, felt that if solar energy was
ever to contribute significantly to the facility energy budget that it
would necessarily be through use of retrofit applications. The research
conducted on this retrofit project centered on optimization of the solar
system operational control parameters, verification of design parameters
and acquisition of reliable performance data. Design and construction
began in 1975 and the research terminated in October 1979. The results
of the research have been widely reported and distributed within the Air
Force (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and to some degree in the professional community
(7, 8).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Acaidemy Solar Test House (STt) has approximately 176.4 square meters
(1900 square feet) of heated floor space. A total of 50.7 square meters
(546 square feet) of liquid, nonselective surface, copper absorber, double
glazed, flat-plate collectors manufactured by Revere Copper and Brass
Corp. were installed in the summer of 1975. Half of the collectors were
placed on a due-south facing roof array permanently fixed at 520 inclination while the remaining collectors were installed on a ground array in
the back of the home. The ground array also faced due south but permitted
orienting the collectors at either 45 , 520, or 600 inclination angles.
The flow pattern through the sheet and tube collectors is parallel; the
14 collector panels in each array were plumbed in parallel clusters of
le
4, 3, 3 and 4 collectors each. Flow within each cluster was series.
working fluid was a 50 percent (by volume) water and 50 percent ethylene
glycol mixture. Each collector array loop was independent of the other
and possessed its own centrifugal pump and variable valve for flow rate
control.
The collector fluid transfers thermal energy via steel sheet and tube
heat exchangers to an underground, 9500 liter (2500 gallon) capacity,
reinforced, unlined, concrete storage tank. Tie tank was purposely
oversized to permit investigation of various storage masses on system
performance. The tank sides and top were insulated with two one-inch
layers of polyurethane (approximately R-13) which was applied with hot
The bottom of the tank was not insulated. (This degree of insulatar.
tion proved insufficient as there was too much energy loss from the tank
during severe conditions.)
The storage tank water was pumped directly (no heat exchangers in the
storage tank on the load side) to a water-to-air heat exchanger which
w;; installed in the return air plenum of thS existing natural gas
furnace/forced-air heating system. A 42.5 m /min (1500 cfm) fan was
used for both heating systems. A schematic of the home heating system
is shown on Figure 1.
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USAFA Solar Test House Heating System Schematic

f!hc instrumentation and control system was an Intel Intellec 8/80 micropirocessor with a teletype for printed copy and audio cassette recorders
for temporary data storage. A modem interfaced the microprocessor through
phone lines to a computer for data analysis and permanent tape data storage. Analog sensor inputs were collected at least every 15 minutes through
an analog multiplexer and an analog to digital converter.

The microprocessor, in addition to collecting data, also controlled the
home's solar and auxiliary hcating systems (e.g., turned pumps and fans
on and off, etc.). 'Thie control strategies were implemented in software,
and operational changes were made by simply reprogramming the microproces:;or. This system functioned well although most of the problems encountered
during the project were associated with instrumentation and not the other
components of the solar system.

IRLSULS
Ii'gy

%
Conservation

ln

~rovements:

The original design heating load of

thehome- was 74.37 %L hr (70,430 Btu/hr).
With more stringent interior
:nd exterior temperature criteria in effect when the solar system was
installed in 1975, the design load had decreased to 53.86 MJ/hr (51,000
IRtu/hr).
In February 1977 the level of insulation in the home was significantly increased.
Urea formaldehyde (UF) foam was injected in all
the walls and six inches of loose fill was blown into the roof joists.
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The R-values of the walls and ceiling were increased from 8.2 to 15.8
and from 14.5 to 34.5, respectively. Three-inch fiberglass batts were
added between floor joists over the crawl space and vestibules for the
two entrances were also added during this time. The heat demand of the
home calculated by standard ASHRAE procedures decreased nearly 30 percent to 38.44 MJ/hr (36,400 Btu/hr) as a result of these measures.
Actual energy consumption data correlated very well with these calculated reductions. As expected, the solar fraction increased significantly after these energy conservation measures were implemented. Table
1 clearly demonstrates this result.
TIME PERIOD

SOLAR FRACTION

76-77 floating Season:
Oct 76-Jan 77
(pre-conservation measures)

38%

Feb 77-Apr 77

58%

(post-conservation measures)
77-78 Heating Season:
(post-conservation measures)
Oct 77-Jan 78

57%

Feb 78-Apr 78

-- 66%

Table 1. Effect of Energy Conservation Improvements on Solar Fraction
Notice that the solar fraction increased by almost 20 percentage points
for comparable time periods which contrast the home before and after the
additional insulation was installed. It increased only 8 percentage
points for the other time period (Feb-Apr) in which the additional
insulation was installed in both seasons. This latter increase can be
accounted for by operational improvements in the solar system which will
b- discussed subsequently in this paper. Environmental conditions, as
measuired by the number of heating degree days, and insolation, for all
comparable time periods were very similar.
Il .1sproject showed that a reasonable investment in conservation measures
';hould be made prior to, or concurrently with, any retrofit solar modifications. A $1,125 expenditure reduced the energy consumption of the
home approximately 30 percent and increased the solar fraction provided
by the installed solar system nearly 12 percentage points (about 33%).

(JIll ccyt
or f'l i n;itinn
es: A unique aspect of the collector install:Jtion for this; project was the capability of the ground array to be
placed at different inclination angles. The ground array was placed
.,t I." during th( first winter of operation (75-76).
On 1 October 1976
th. ;ingle was changed to 600.

On 24 May 1977 the array was again placed
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at 450, and on 1 October 1977 it was moved to the 520 inclination. It
operated at this inclination for the remainder of the research project.
Based on the data obtained during this project it was concluded that
collector efficiency did not improve as a result of more favorable
inclination angles during the year. Total amounts of collected energy
did increase, however, when the ground array was at more near optimum
inclinations for a particular time of year. It was difficult to determine the exact increase in collected energy due solely to the angle
change since other differences between the two arrays were also present.
For the angle settings tested in this project and latitude (38.8 N) the
collector tilts shown in Table 2 are believed to maximize collected
energy.
Table 2.

Recommended Collector Tilt to Maximize Collected Energy
iTME PERIOD

PREFERRED ANGLE

3 Nov

520

3 Nov - 20 Feb

600

2J Feb -

3 Mar

520

3 Mar -

3 Oct

450

3 Oct -

It must be remembered that in many, if not most, applications it may not
he desirable to maximize total collected energy. In a space heating
application, for example, summer time gain should be minimized to help
prevent overheating. It should also be noted that during high load
periods (3 Nov - 3 Mar) that the 600 tilt maximized collected energy'
90 percent of the time (.approximately 110 days o8 t of the 120 day period).
This inclination corresponds to latitude plus 21 , not the often recommended rule of thumb of latitude plus 10 -150.
It is nevertheless felt
tht use of these recommended compromise tilts will not greatly affect
'tem
s,
performance. Another consideration which must not be forgotten
is the greater cost involved in constructing and operating a movable
array. Changing the angle required a 3-4 man crew for approximately
one hour.
Collector Workiny Fluid Flow Rates: Both collector arrays had identical
pump and valve arrangements. The flow rate through each array was controlled by a motor driven variable valve which was activated by the
micropirocessor. The pumps were purposely oversized (1/2 hp each) to
permit a wide range of available flow rates to both arrays.
[he arrangement permitteu flows of .126 - I liter/sec (2-16 gpm) to each array.
iuring the first winter of operation (75-76) the flow to each array was
permitted to reach I liter/sec (1, gpm) at full open position. This
equated to an average rate of approximately .04 liter/sec per square
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meter of collector area (.06 gpm/square foot). This flow rate resulted
in extremely high collection efficiencies, sometimes reaching 70 percent.
Prior to the second winter the maximum flow rate was cut in half. The
effect of this reduction on the working fluid temperatures was immediate.
Prior to the change a good collection period would result in a 6 C (10 F)
fluid temperature rise whereas afterwards it would sometimes reach 10 C
(20°F).
The higher temperature differential was, of course, obtained at
the expense of reduced collector efficiency. This sacrifice was worthwhile since it helped to increase storage tank temperatures. Consequently,
the usability of storage for home heating was improved. In essence,
collector efficiency was sacrificed to improve system efficiency and
to achieve a higher solar fraction. The flow rate which optimized system
performance for this project was .25 liter/see (4 gpm) or .01 liter/sec
per square meter (.015 gpm/square foot). This rate resulted in average
collection efficiencies of 20-40 percent during the heating season.
Lven with these much lower collector efficiencies, however, more solar
energ' was delivered to the home.

.8

4

.5 liter/sec

0

.25 liter/see (77)

(76)

.6
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c
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.2
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Figure 2.
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Effect of Working Fluid Flow Rate on Collector Efficiency

Collector Flow Rate Control Strategy:
Thle microprocessor-controlled
variable valves in the collector loops permitted investigation of
optimized control strategies. An optimal flow rate strategy is opposed
to the more conventional "on-off" strategy which provides for only two
scttings -- either complete shutdown or full open to the desired maximum flow rate.
Thc optimization strategy which finally developed was as follows:
When
the 0 collector plate temperature (sensed at geometric center) was 120 C
(2( I) higher than storage, the variable valve opened to its midsetting
(i.e., one half of the desired full open rate) and the pump would come

I
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on. Control then switched to a comparison of collector fluid exit temperature to storage temperature. When this temperature difference
reached 1.7 C (3 F) Dr less, the variable valve would continue to close
incrementally until it reached one-fourth of full open at which time
shutdown of the pumps would occur. Higher valve settings would likewise occur if the AT between exit and entry temperatures was 60 C (10°F)
or greater.
This control strategy provided two benefits. First, the reduced flow
rates imposed during shutdown typically extended the collection period
about 15-30 minutes. During these periods, however, conditions were
marginal and not much total energy was being collected. Storage tank
temperature increases were extremely rare during the shutdown sequence.
Secondly, collector efficiency was improved b6 forcing higher flows if
the AT across the collectors exceeded 60 C (10 F).
Once again, however,
analysis of the data indicated that only short periods of collection
existed where this strategy could have represented an improvement over
a "bang-bang" full open setting.
It should be noted that this strategy may not have been necessarily
optimal, iV could have provided more energy under some conditions but
11ot Linder others. At no time for example, did we attempt to include
the cost-i of parasitic pump power in the control algorithm. As a
result of experience gained with this system, it is felt that a simple
on-off control at a fixed flow rate would have proven acceptable in
all but marginal conditions. To implement a variable control strategy
probably requires a microprocessor-based control system and some type
of motor driven variable valve. Simplicity is improved and extra expense
avoided if a simple on-off strategy is used. Accordingly, when research
terminated and the home was returned to the normal base housing inventory,
ai convertional "bang-bang" control scheme was employed.
The system
continues to function well with this strategy.
-'torage Mass Variations and Control Temperature Changes:
During the
t.irst winter of operation the storage tank was nearly filled to its
950)I liter (2500 gallon) capacity. In July 1976 the volume was reduced
to ,,fl() liters (1800 gallons).
This reduction had the immediate effect
of making the tank temperature more responsive to the energy input from
the collectors.
This was significant since during the first winter the
collectors would often operate all day but the storage temperature would
not reach usable levels. In August 1977 the storage volume was further
reduced to 5300 liters (1400 gallons).
These storage mass reductions
probably worked in combination with the intentionally reduced collector
I'low rates discussed previously, to lower collector efficiency.
lp;rameter closely related to storage mass is the minimum temperature
hich it can be used to supgly energy to the load. This project
"llhis temperarequired a 41 C (105 F) temperaturg in storage.
initialil
ture resulted in ipproximately 31.5 C (88-89 F) air at the home's heating
i'eiisters.
In order toruse lower temperature energy an investigation was
mad' to determine the lowest usable storage temperature which would result
in no occupant dis omfort.
The control temperature was subsequently
reduced 20.70 C (80 F) air at the registers.
No occupant complaints were
*
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made, although installation of linear diffusers at all registers is
believed to have helped prevent any discomfort.
The impact of these measures on system thermal efficiency is shown in
Figure 3. Unfortunately we were unable to further reduce the storage
mass due to plumbing limitations of the collector loop heat exchangers.
Had we been able to do so, the thermal efficiency would have probably
peaked, and subsequently decreased, around the generally accepted value
of 50-75 kg/m 2 (approximately 1.5 gal/ft 2 ) which has been repoi.cd by
other investigators (9).
There are many factors which impact thermal
efficiency but the storage component, since it connects energy collection to the load, is believed to have had a great effect in this project.
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Figure 3.

System Thermal Efficiency vs Storage Mass

Heat E.xchanger Area in Storage:
Lach collector array loop was interfaced
with storage via two flat, steel, serpentine flow (ea 1.1 square meters
in area; 11.9 square feet) heat exchangers.
The heat exchangers were
plumbed in parallel for each array.
During the first winter of operation it was noticed that a significant difference existed between the
storag.? and the collector fluid entry temperatures. Since this indicated poor heat transfer, a third identical heat exchanger was added
to the ground array loop in the summer of 1976.
Fhe addition
ground array
remained the
storage tank

of this heat exchanger resulted in a reduction of the
average working fluid temperature. The AT across the array
same but the entire loop tended to more nearly approach the
temperature. This resulted in the ground array collectors
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running cooler and therefore more efficiently than the roof array.
111e
following data support this conclusion. Prior to the installation of
tile additional heat exchanger, the ground and roof array collection
efficiencies for the period February-May 1976 were 56.4 and 58.8 percent
respectively. For the same period in 1977 after installation of the
additional heat exchanger for the ground array, the efficiencies were
46.8 and 35.9 percent respectively. Not( that the average efficiencies
for the arrays decreased in the later time period since flow rate decreases
had also occurred.
Significant corrosion and mineral scale deposition on the exchangers had
occurred.
Dielectric unions were used between the copper piping and steel
exchangers and were deemed effective in preventing galvanic corrosion.
Uni form, exterior corrosion was the main problem.
Inhibitors were never
added to the storage water but their use may be warranted.
'T'he heat
exchange effectiveness has no doubt deteriorated due to these problem:;.
[hi.s couideration, along with the need to achieve maximum heat transfer
to storage, seems to make a liberal approach to heat exchanger sizing
adV i sable
iv cuated aJube Collector Installation on Ground Array: Many advantages
have heea claimed for evacuated tube collectors. They reportedly achieve
hiiher efficiencies and higher fluid temperatures under many operating
conditions. They are also supposed to outperform flat-plates in marginal
conditions. In order to test their performance in this project, the
gruund array, beginning in October 1978, was equipped with 12 General
Liectric Model FC-100 evacuated tube collectors. Only 17.8 square meters
(192 square Feet) of collector area was installed versus the 25.4 square
meters (273 square feet) for the previously installed flat-plates.
hle
<~ inclination angle was not changed in order to permit performance comparison with the formerly installed flat-plates and also with the flatplates which remained on the roof array.
The performance of the collector arrays before and after the evacuated
tuhe,, were installed is shown in Figure 4.
that the ground array consistently outperformed the roof array while
ii0 h array:; possessed flat-plates. 'Thiis was considered to be primarily
duc to the presence of the additional heat exchanger on the ground array
After changing the
loop which was discussed in the preceding section.
vroulnd array to evacuated tube type collectors, the collection efficiencies
reversed.
The overall efficiency of the flat-plate system from May-August
1971 was 33.1 percent with 23.3 G.1 (22.1 x 106 Btu) collected from 70).3 GJ
'
(00.7 x 1)(
Btu) available.
The efficiency of the evacuated tube-ground
arr,y (October 78-March 79) was 25 percent with 13.2 G.J (12.5 x 10 Btu)
iletted from 52.7 G.J (50 x 106 Btu) available. The flate-plate-roof('fficiency
during the same period was 38.3 per-ent with 23.9 G.
2.
(..7
x 1i lItu J collected out of 62.5 G.] (59.3 x 10 Btu) available.
Th. overall efficiency of the "mixed arrays" from October 1978 to March
The flat-plate collectors on the roof array conIi70 was 32.2 percent.
tributed 64.5 percent of the energy collected during this period; they
repr,'-ented 58 percent o1" the installed gross collector area. The flatplates were operated at a flow rate of .01 liter/sec per square meter
\ot,
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(.(15 gpi/square foot) which was believed to be optimuwi for this project.
The evacuated tubes were operated at .U08 liter/sec per square meter
(.013 gpm/square foot) which was within the manufacturer's recommendations.
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Evacuated Tubes
on Ground Array
in September

Evacuated Tube vs. Flat-Plate Collector Efficierzy Comparison

evidence was available to support the view that evacuated
'ffex'
rbhes perform better than flat-plates during marginal conditions.
did begin operation earlier in the day but some cycling was experienced.
Ihey wvould gcnerally remain on at the same time as the flat-plates would
Cout rary to expected behavior was the fact that the evacuated
start up.
In
tubes would shut down earlier at the end of the collecting day.
ddition, the, evacuated tubes did not opCr:,te on any day, in which the
In fact, several instances of the flat-plates
flat-plates didn't.
runnin, loner than tile evacuated tubes on cloudy days occurre, .
'iv little

Installat ion and maintenance requiremeits were slignificantly greater for
Greater care and bett er quaI lity solder is ceulli red
th-.
i c. a ted tubes.
durin; installation to prevent development of leaks in the p1 lumb ing
systcn as a result tf locali ed hiig pressure conditions during sta Liation.
(Leaks occurred on this project despite tile pre's(nc( of a ,rcessure
Some glass shrouds broke for no apparent reason and sole
r.l i ef valve.)
'heir
broke as a result of thermal shock after stagnation conditions.
replacement, though not difficult, was a time-consuming task and an
irritant.
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In sum, the evacuated tubes' performance in this application and location
was not as good as the flat-?late collectors. It must be remembered,
however, that evacuated tube efficiency curves tend to be flat. The
relatively low temperature application that existed in this project nay
not have taken advantage of this characteristic. Other system parameters,
such as a probable oversized storage mass, could have decreased their
performance also.
Comparison with f-Chart Predictions: Measured solar fractions for the
third heating season (77-78) and total annual performance (September
1977-August 1978) is compared to f-Chart predictions in Figure 5. The
last winter of operation (1978-1979) was not used due to the evacuated
tube collectors on the ground array. Earlier periods were also excluded
since they involved considerable operational experimentation (oversized
storage mass, high collector flow rates, etc.) which resulted in less
than optimum performance.

1.0
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L

f-Chart

1-0

77-.89
Actual

.89
.8

.74

.67
Solar
Fraction

.66

.61
.6

.

.57

7

/

3

S5 .53
.44

.61

7

.46
X

.34

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

1977
Figure 5.

.60

.59

Feb

Mar
1978

Apr

Season
(Sep 77-Aug 78)

Comparison of Actual Solar Fractions to f-Chart Predictions

The f-Chart predictions are based on weather data for nearby Colorado
Springs which are stored in the latest computer program version (Version
3) of the model.
The individual months show considerable discrepancy but
the annual contributions are in excellent agreement. Although the degree
of this agreement is probably somewhat coincidental, it indicates that
f-Chart can be used with some degree of confidence to predict annual
solar contributions.
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PIRFORMiNCE
The annual solar fraction
['his solar system performed relatively well.
will approach 60 percent in a typical year when the system is operated
and maintained in good order.
Figure 0 shows the average daily insolation (by month) available to the
A slight downward
collectors and the amount of energy they collected.
Figure 7
trend in available energy was present throughout this period.
Note
shows the collection efficiency over the entire period of record.
the decreased efficiency trend; this was due to the lowered flow rates
and the installation of the evacuated tubes which was discussed earlier.
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,-4
H I
N
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Available

4

5

1976

Fiqure 6.

1977

1978

Solar Energy Available and Collected
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Evacuated Tubes

on (,round Array

n*
\**

ninplete Data or
Inflicaced by
Non-typical

Chart
Comparison

*II,

Ltxper i mientation

197o
Fi,,urc

1977
7.

1978

%onthly Collection Efficiency (nc)

I i 'u,'c S shows the heating degree days, the house heating demand ,rnd the
";ol;ar fraction.
In general, the winters became increasingly severe.
The
energy demand ol1lows the degree-day plot fairly closely most of tie time.
'hC effect of the increased insulation (installed in February 1977) can
he seen by compa,'ing the demand in March, April, and May 1976 to tnat
Cxpc'1enced in 1977.
Even though the degree-days were nearly equal in
those monthls in 1977, the energy demand of the home was greatly, reduced.
Ii1' s''diiction of tie "demand to degree-day ratio" continued uintil
IeIri arv 1978 when it increased significantly.
This can be seen by
clmjoparing the months of March and April in 1978 to 1977.
The primar%
;,:~r t() r this change was that the home became vacant in January 197..
kirt'1
i ned unIoc cupiled for the duration of the research project. ) It
is be ieved th;,t the vnergy gains associated with normal occupancy -are
i)i,niticant in the total energy budget of a well insulated, residential
St I'lk"t r .
(l,,sc examination of Figure 8 shows that the amount of solar energy pr,,vidled to the home during the heating seasons (October-April) continual1
increased over dhe first three winters of operation.
'lis improved
perforn;ince occurred primarily as a result of operational changes which
have been previou,;ly discussed.
"The solar system continued to provide
a large ;inount of energy in the last winter of record, but direct comparisons are difficult due to the lower-efficiency evacuated tube
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Tot al I)emand
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Heating Demand,
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It must also be
which wjcrv installed ol the ground array.
ciecters
during this
use
in
was
area
eCmembered that 1.5 per:celt 1('ss collector
p r i od.
ialhIc 3 g, vis a performancc summary for this project for each heating
labl .; extracts salient information from Table 3 for use in
season.
syStem's performance.
a closin g discus-ion of this

0).(llS I()N
l.iik' I snows that the tnird winter of operation achieved the hignest
otiher conclusioiis are as follows.
tb rAaII l fti:1i0ncy a nil solar fra ction.
decrease in collector
purposeful
the
reflects
In tencral. column one
flow rates and
collector
lowering
by
obtained
was
which
icticy
uitti,
These actions led directly to higher temperatures in
volUme.
,. rte
(olnmn two retlects the consequent increased usability
th" :;toralt ta;)k.
ihe solar fraction and rysenergy to the home.
oviding
w
t .stOrage in
tern thermal effi iency steadily increased the first three winters as a
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Table 3.

ACADEMY STO SOlAR SYSTEM PI'RFOR.NICE RESULTS

'ITEIM

TI ME

1

1

da1-

OCT

I

L

,~IV

DE-C

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

-12.8

11.4

13.6
13.o

13.1
11.1

15.6
16.4

13.8
15.2

12.9
11.9

Li.'
13.2

12.2
16.2

14.8
13.8

11.1
12.4

11.0
16.4

13.2
17.2

13.9
13.4

12.1
--

1
14.,)

*256.1 *171.8
333.4 266.7

324.7
394.8

395.8
358.3

390.0
248.0

370.2
315.9

191,4 273.1
172,8 *280.8

333.8
203.0

293.3

224.2
205.

So
.46
.47

.59

."

.41
.48

.47
.3.5

...

4

Qc

NOV

-

--

2

27o.0

334.4

3
-

1 17.2
I
241.9

157.0
203.0

11

--

2

.43
.27

1
2

..
121.4
120.1

156.3
1-16.5

4

111.3

136.1

1
2
3
,

-..
154.0
47.1
130.6

178.1
10.5
66.9

.58
.21
.34

.34
"O

J
M3

Q1.
MI

day

.

1

i
1

'Iv
2

t

i in t,

I
2

.47
.32
.24
37.6
111.2

110.1
137.3

141.8
147.6

134.8
79.4

90.8
12o.,

142.8
82.1

113.1
166.0
100.4 *221.2

180.9
153.2

202.8

153.2
13..1

214.0
257.5
107.1
59.6

254.0
210.7
152.9
49.8

25i.2
168.6
90.5
--

216.8
189.3
50.0
71.,s

.20
.14
.33

.11
.19
.25

*226.2 *134.2
200.2 155.5
11.2
78.3
51.8
72.4

.41
.47
.41

*i8

.35

.27
.25
.23

.043
.19
.25
.15

.O
.20
.19
.14

.14
.1o
.25
*.30

.20
.19
.26
.26

.0
1.0
.94

.A4
.67
.59

.09
.34
.61
.27

.11
.24
.34
.29

.36
.44
.50
*.82

.45
.60
.)6
.03

27.8
20.0

26.1
2o. 9

37.5
25.5

49.3
20.8

31.8
33.1

31.7
28.7

.1,1;
I.15

.23
.1

.14
.21

.11
.16

.13
.20

.15
.22

--

..

Fir:;t Winter (76-7o)
2nd Winter (76-771
'ine
m
33rd Winter (77-78)
=
Time 4
4th Winter (78-791
i it',

.26

.37
.48
.27
.25
29.9
133.2

.19
.19
.16o1

--

2

1

154.0
133.9

SLASO,

AV(;

.32

--

--

.21

--

.57
.74
.89

.27
.. 5
.01
.53

27.0
28.8

33.0
27.2

.09
.28

.1
.1I

--

*Partial data or influenced by nontypical experimentation. Note that
considerable start-up difficulty with
the instrumentation system was
experienced in the first winter.
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result of these operational improvements and energy conservation measures

installed on the structure.

The decrease in solar fraction and thermal

efficiency in the last winter is attributed to the decreased collector
area -md the lower-efficiency evacuated tube collectors that were installed
on the ground array. Note that Table 3 reveals that the third winter also
attained the highest overall system efficiency (ns).
s

V'his project has provided valuable operational and maintenance experience
on solar heating systems for the Air Force.
In addition, much reliable
performance data has been obtained which will allow more knowledgeable
decision-making regarding the application of solar energy to the Air
Force's present and future facility energy requirements.

Table 4.

Solar System Thermal Performance Summary

1'ini,, Period

nc

Qu/Qc

fi

First Winter
(Dec 75-Apr 76)

.52

.30

.27

.14

Second Winter
(Oct 7o-Apr 77)

.47

.40

.45

.19

Third Winter
(Oct 77-Apr 78)
YOurth Winter
(Oct 78-Mar 79)

.25

.32

.65
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.53

.21
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